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THE ARMY GAS-COOLED REACTOR SYSTEMS PROGRAM

ANALOG COMPUTER STUDIES

OF THE

ML-1 POWER PLANT*

by

D. V. Calamore, D. H. Crimmins, and E. Tobey

ABSTRACT

This report concerns the development and operation of an

analog model of the ML-l, the prototype of a mobile nuclear

power plant suitable for military field use. The ML-1 analog

model, completed in March 1962, was used for detailed investi-

gation of the operational characteristics of the ML-l. All

normal operations and many abnormal operations of the ML-1 can

be simulated on this analog model. The components of the plant

were described in sufficient mathematical detail so that the

model will simulate operations over the full specified ambient

temperature range (-65 to +150 F). ML-1 simulation was per-

formed by simultaneous use of the Aerojet Differential Analy-

zer and the Aerojet Network Analyzer (two analog computers at

Azusa, California). The reactor for the ML-1 achieved initial

criticality in March 1961, and operation of the power plant

was achieved in September 1962. The analog model was used ex-

tensively to investigate the behavior of the plant, and as an

adjunct to training reactor operators and for testing oper-

ational procedures. The AGCRSP is being conducted by Aerojet

under Contract AT(10-1)-880 with the U. S. Atomic Energy Com-

mission, and Contracts DA-44-192-ENG-8 and DA-44-192-ENG-5109

with the Department of the Army.

*Published by Aerojet-General Nucleonics, San Ramon California
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SIMULATING AN ML-1 OPERATIONAL SITUATION WITH THE ML-1 ANALOG MODEL

THE CONTROL PANEL FOR THE ML-1 ANALOG MODEL IS ON THE LEFT, AND THE
AEROJET DIFFERENTIAL ANALYZER ANALOG COMPUTER IS ON THE RIGHT.
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THE ARMY GAS-COOLED REACTOR SYSTEMS PROGRAM

ANALOG COMPUTER STUDIES OF THE ML-1 POWER PLANT*

by

D. V. Calamore, D. H. Crimmins and E. Tobey

I. INTRODUCTION

The main objective of the Army Gas-Cooled Reactor Systems Program

(AGCRSP) is to develop plans and specifications for a mobile nuclear power

plant suitable for military field use (the ML-1A). The research and develop-

ment program in support of this effort is being conducted by Aerojet under

Contract AT(10-1)-880 with the Atomic Energy Commission, and Contracts DA-44-

192-ENG-8 and DA-44-192-ENG-5109 with Department of the Army.

The significant projects under the AGCRSP include the design, develop-

ment and testing of fuel elements; the design and operation of a core test

facility; and the design, development, construction and test operation of a

prototype power plant (designated the ML-1).

The ML-1 reactor achieved initial criticality in March 1961, at NRTS.

Operation of the power plant was achieved in September 1962. This report is

concerned with the development and operation of an ML-1 analog model for de-

tailed investigation of operational characteristics of the ML-1. This analog

model was completed in March 1962 and has been used extensively for investi-

gation of the behavior of the plant and as an adjunct to training reactor

operators and testing operational procedures.

*Published by Aerojet-General Nucleonics, San Ramon, California
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All normal operations of the ML-1 as well as many abnormal operations

can be simulated on the analog model. Components were described in sufficient

mathematical detail so that the model will simulate operations over the full

specified ambient temperature range from -65 to +150 F. ML-1 simulation was

performed by simultaneous use of the Aerojet Differential Analyzer and the

Aerojet Network Analyzer (analog computers) at Azusa.

Roman numerals have been assigned to each of the ten major sections of

the report. Major headings are assigned arabic numerals sequentially through

the report (1 through 26). Figures, tables and equations are numbered accord-

ing to the arabic headings under which they fall. Subheadings are given ap-

propriate decimal numbers. The notation used in some of the figures, however,

are unique to specific figures: the definitions of the symbols used are given

on the figure when required. Equations are numbered consecutively for each

section; not all of the equations shown in this list are referenced directly

since they may only be needed as backup information.
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II. SIMULATION

The ML-1 analog model corresponds closely enough to the actual system

in all respects to provide for a wide range of investigations. Components

were described mathematically in sufficient detail so that the model can

simulate the full speed and temperature ranges (-650 to +150 F). Pressur-

izing, startup, shutdown, scram, load transfer and all other normal operations,

including manual temperature and speed control, and many abnormal operations

can be simulated on the analog model. Components were described in sufficient

detail and accuracy so that all ML-1 automatic and manual controls of the pri-

mary power loop are included. The pertinent alarm and scram actions, described

below, are incorporated in the model to fully simulate ML-1 operations. The

control panel for the simulator incorporates all primary manual and automatic

controls, parameter feedback indicators, alarm and scram lights found in the

ML-1 system.

The Aerojet Differential Analyzer and the Aerojet Network Analyzer (both

analog computers at Azusa, Calif.) were used simultaneously in performing ML-1

simulation. The lefthand side of the Aerojet Differential Analyzer and the

control panel for the ML-1 analog model are shown in the frontispiece. The

equations describing the primary loop for the ML-1 System and the notation are

listed below.
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1-1

1-2*

1-3

1-4

1-5

1-6*

1-7

1-8

*Not used in analog simulation.

SIMULATION EQUATIONS

COMPRESSOR

P .284 P
= 

-co -1 Ca,

C P. F, Pc.

*2 -r *2
.0794 P M .0794 ' M

C c c c

P
The function F 4 o is shown in Figure 1-5

Cl

c -

2
PWR = 12.7 W t N

C C --C tc

0 N *
W = C tC

c - T. T
.0455 .5 Cl + .5CO

ci co

0 = 4.5 - 0.375 4' -4.8 -0.2 1 - M
c -c c;

0  = 6.3 - 0.375 7 - 0.2 '1 - M
CC C

*22

T = T . + 48.4 g N 2
CO Cl C tC

5.74 + 1.36i1 - M -3.68 1 - M
c(surge) c c

* * -1/2
M = 24.7N (T .)

C tc c -

V * *22
S = -1.93 + .22 M - .139 M + 1.220 - .1390

C C C C C
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t
*2

.03135 Mt

t

*2
.03135 Mt

TURBINE

P P
0.24 1 -T--+ 0.1 9 1 5  -T--

P1P
Ti Ti

r P P
TO TO

.4315 - .623 - + .1915P *P.11

L Ti Ti
L

2

2

*
(- = 2.51 L - 1.505 + K M - 1

tt c

The value of K is adjusted during computer operation at low speed.

P 2 2
to

S.878- .19P - .4 - .0045 0 - 9.7

1-13 T
to

*
1-14 Mt

1-15* PWRt

1-16 Th

1-17 T
rco

1-10

1-11

p 2
Pto2to _ .0045 0 + .0873 0
Ti

*Not used in analog simulation

1-9
t

P 2
= .425 - .19 to + .152

PTi

0tNtc
T T

.0455 .5 T + .5 T
p. p
Ti TO

*2
= T. - 48.4 N

ti t tc

* -1/2
= 40.75 N (T .)

tc ti

*2
= 13.8W tt N *t t tc

RECUPERATOR

A

= T .- L T - LT
rhi r2h rlh

= Trci + Ll Tr2c + LTrei r~c rc

-5-
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1-18a . T = t '
r 1 t

.0245 W .2 L. Tr h
10.1

1-lab Tr1w

1-19

1-20

1-21

1-22

LT

rl

Tr2

Trl

= .00243 Wt

= .00243 Wt

-2
= 10.1 W -.
ht

-.2
Ph= 10.1 wt'

Lc

1-23

= 6.18 W -.2
t

= 6.18 W '.
t

T - T
r2h - rlc

. r2h ir2c

dt

dt

T .- .:T -. 5 L. T
rhi r2h rlh

T - .5 T -Trhi r2h r2w:

-T r 1w

T -T .-. 5 ... T
rlw rci ric

T - T .r2w rci - 'T -. 5 ZTrc r2c

REACTOR THERMAL

1-24 T 1 f

r

- . 0249S -

L

.211 (T f

T = '--.0344S - .211 (T - T )nr2f .nr2f Tr2 )

'F
= ;.0214S -. 2 11(T -3 f T 3 )

T = T + .5T + T
nr2 nri n 1 nr2

-. 015 W '. dtT

6.18

1-25

- T )
nrlw

dt

T 3 f1-26

1-27

dt

dt

1-28

i

-
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T 1 + T + .5 LT
nr2 nr3

Tnr3
= T + T + I T +

rco nrl nr2

T =
nrll -

=.344 T - T
nrlf nrlw

=*344 T , - T
nr2f nr2w

= .344 T - T
nr3f rnr3w

= W ' 1.06 T 1
t nr lw

1-31

1-32

1-33

1-34

1-35

1-36

1.06

- .0376 W .8
t

- .0376 W .8

- .0376 W '8
t

- T 1
r1

T - T
nr2w nr2

1.06 Tnr3w -Tnr~w nr3

8-
-.0346 W .T

t nrll

T = -.0346 W '
nr21 t

r8

T = -. 0346 W 
8

nr31 t

-T nr 1

Tn
nrlw

nr2w

- T
nrl

- T
nr2

Tnr3

+ .411 T 1 1 - T 1

+ .411 T 2 1 - T
nr21 nr2

+ .411 T 3 1 - Tnr

dt

T -T
nr21 nr2 dt

T , -rT dtnr3l nr3

PRECOOLER

T =T . - .5
pho phi

..\T + .. T +
plh p2h

T w . 2
.8 Plh wc

7.88W .00824 w
TP1W c

TW .2\
8 Plc al 2Kit

42 dt
4.62

1-29 = T .+
nri

1-30 T
nro

T 1
Tnrlw

Tnr2w

= w '2Wt -.

-. 2
= W '2

t

dt

dt

dt

nr l

nr3

1-37

1-38

1-39

1-40 L T +p3h Tp4h
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Tp1W

Tp2

= .001046W
c

L

= .001046W
c

A T
Plh

TP2 h

- .00162W 1

- .00162W 2

T = .001046W
P3W c

T = .001046W
P4W c

/\ T - .00162W 1P3h al

.. T - ".00162Wa2

Li Tp3  dt
P3c dt

ST d t
P4c

.T
Plh

- T
P2h

T P3h

T
P4h

__T PiPlC

P2C

P3C

- 2
= 7.88 W ' T .

C Phi

= 7.88 -.2
c TPhi

= 7 .88 W -. 2 T .
c Phi

-2

= 7.88 W -'2 T
c Phi

-.2
= 4.62 W ' T

al P1W

-.2
-4.62 W ' T

a2 P2W

= 4.62 W '2
TP3 W

T = 4.62W 22
P4C a2

W = P X b -
b co

-T
p1W

- .5 A\ TPlh

P2h

~P4h

Tp2 0

-T - / TP2W Plh

-P - .5 5LT
P3W P3h

- T - T - .5
P4W P3h 5

- T - T - .5
a P3C

- T - T - .5
a P4C0

-T
a

T - TP4W a

- .5 Tp
-- P3C

- .5 \.TP4C

P Co

tost Co T5P
.. rho

P
The function F c is shown in Figure 1-6

5 Prho

1-4lb

1-42

A TP

1-43

dt

dtTP2c

l

1-44

1-45

1-46

1-47

1-48

1-49

1-50

1-51

1-52

1-53

.t

+ 0:
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= 1.5 for turbine overspeed valve open

- 0 for turbine overspeed valve closed

BYPASS - MASS - CHARGING - LOOP

T += W T +WTW
phi t rho b co t b

Mih = h t dt

= Wt +Wb -W . dt = M - Mh

P . = .00348 T + .00328 Tn. + .00456 Tt.nri co nri t i

Pph.= M .000805 T + .000775 T + .000677 T . + .000799 T ."phi 1 Tto Th Tphi .009 ci

M =h + Ml= W dt

Note: Wch manual input adjustable 0-10 lb/sec.

2
P = P .+ .00183 Wh
co nri h

P . = P . - .00380W 2
ti nri t

Pto Prho + .00013 W
2

p . = P rho- .00026 Wc 2

ci ch e

T /P +'T ./P
co co nri nrij

T ./P . + TI.
Tnri /Pnr i + ti Pt i'

T / rho
to to

rho

TT__phi Tc i
P + .rho ~ ci

1-64 T o Trci

-9-

1-54

1-55

1-56

1-57

1-58

1-59

1-60

1-61

1-62

1-63
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l- ) )

T-C DYNAMICS, POWER, START MOTOR

N = .00007 N (13.25 W t -12.2 W -57.7
tc tc t t c c

-PWR -PWR ) + '7' dt
aux nom sm!

Note: PWRnom manually adjustable 0-400 kw manual load

PWRa = 
4 5 + PWRfl +PWRf 2

Note: (1) PWRaux manual ON-OFF by internal-external power switch

and off auto on scram.

(2) PWR =0 kw FANS OFF

1-66

T = T
rco nri

T = T.
nro ti

T = T.
to rhi

T .=T
ci pho

W = W - W
h C b

Wh Wc Wb Wx

m = (W - Wx)dt
ch x

W = 0.517 A P (T )1/
x CO CO

1-67

1-68

1-69

1-70

1-71

1-72

1-73

1-74
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= 2.5 kw one half speed

= 15 kw full speed

PWRf2 = 0 kw FANS OFF

= 2.5 kw one half speed

= 15 kw full speed

sm= F1 (Nt ) high speed
sm 1 t

*
= F (N ) medium speedsm 2 tc

'sm= F3 (Ntc ) low speed

A manual switch controls the start-motor speed range. The start

motor torque curves are shown in Figure 1-8.

Wa =3 1 3 0 , LT3

PRECOOLER FANS

c plc! a
f

+ .5 LTp
plc

+ .5 ZT
3 .5 * /

+ 19350 Nfl / TaV

W = 3130a2

N* =f
Nf =

fj ~

Note: (1) K =

K =

1\.T + L T Tp4c p2c a

3
+ .5 L T

P4c

* * 2
.0477 N - 203.5 N ' T

fI fl/ a

+ .5 T

.5
+ 19350 N T

fl a

dt

1 when fan ON

0 when fan OFF

*
(2) Nf 1 for FULL SPEED

*
N \.5 for HALF SPEED

1-75

1-76

1-77

1-78
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N =
f2

K - .0477 N
f f2

Note: (1) K =

K =
*

Nf 2

Nf2

.1 when fan ON

0 when fan OFF

<1 for FULL SPEED

<.5 for HALF SPEED

REACTOR NEUTRONICS

K = - .00819 + .005 [ + .0125 IX
rb sb

S = 1.71 x 10-4n (kw)

1-82 n
r (dn/dt)

kn

2 i-6
- 22 x 10-6

n
i

22 x 106

5x10 T-7 T.0034
nr3f T . T ,

Pnr i T iP . P .
nri Ti

Used for Power Meter

Used for scram only

r-, do

___d d tdt
i=1

' C-i i

i

1

2

3

4

5

6

-i

0.00025

0.00084

0.00240

0.00210

0.00170

0.00026

1/
sec

14.000

1.610

0.456

0.151

0.0315

0.0124

1-79 - 203.5 NT dt
f2 a

1-80

1-81

1-83

1-84
dc.

.
-=t

. ....
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NOTATION

SYMBOL

A

Ci

M

Mc

Mh

Mt

Nf*

Nf2*

N ,
tc set'

NN *
tc 'c

n

ns

P .
ci

PCO

Pti
Pto
PWR

aux

PWR
c

PWRf 1

PWRf 2

PWR
nom

PWRt

S

St
Ta

T.

T.
ci

co

T .
Tti

Tto

Tnri
nri

DEFINITION

Area of leak hole (in.2)

Delayed neutron precursor density (particles/cm )
Loop gas mass (total) (lbm)

Compressor Mach No. ratio

Loop gas mass (high pressure side) (lbm)

Loop gas mass (low pressure side) (lbm)

Turbine Mach No. ratio

Fan speed ratio (Bank 1) (non-dimensional)

Fan speed ratio (Bank 2) (non-dimensional)

N * T-C set speed ratio set point (rpm, non-dimensional)
tc set
T-C set speed (rpm, non-dimensional)

Reactor neutron density (neuts/cm3)

Reactor neutron density from source (neuts/cm3)

Compressor inlet pressure (psia)

Compressor outlet pressure (psia)

Turbine inlet pressure (psia)

Turbine outlet pressure (psia)

Nominal auxiliary power (kw)

Compressor power (kw)

Nominal fan bank 1 power (kw)

Nominal fan bank 2 power (kw)

Nominal elect. output power (kw)

Turbine power (kw)

Reactor power (core) (Btu/sec)

Reactor power (total) (kw)

Ambient air temperature ( R)

Indicated turbine inlet temperature ( R)

Compressor inlet temperature ( R)

Compressor outlet temperature ( R)

Turbine inlet temperature ( R)

Turbine outlet temperature ( R)

Reactor inlet temperature ( R)
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SYMBOL DEFINITION

Tnro Reactor outlet temperature ( R)

Tnr1 Reactor (sect. 1) ave. gas temperature ( R)

Tnr2 Reactor (sect. 2) ave. gas temperature ( R)

Tnr3 Reactor (sect. 3) ave. gas temperature ( R)

Tnrll Reactor liner temperature (sect. 1) ( R)

Tnr21 Reactor liner temperature (sect. 2) ( R)

T nr31 Reactor liner temperature (sect. 3) ( R)

Tnrlf Reactor fuel temperature (sect. 1) ( R)

Tnr2f Reactor fuel temperature (sect. 2) ( R)

'nr3f Reactor fuel temperature (sect. 3) ( R)

Tnrlw Reactor (sect. 1) fuel cladding temperature (R)

Tnr2w Reactor (sect. 2) fuel cladding temperature (sR)e.

Tnr3w Reactor (sect. 3) fuel cladding temperature (R)

Tph. Precooler hot side inlet temperature ( R)

Tph Precooler hot side out let temperature ( R)

T Precooler cold side ave. air temperature (sect. 1) (R)

Tn Precooler cold side ave. air temperature (sect. 2) (R)

Tn Precooler cold side ave air temperature (sect. 3) (R)

Tn Precooler cold side ave. air temperature (sect. 4) (R)

Tplh Precooler hot side ave. gas temperature (sec t. 1) ( R)

Tp2h Precooler hot side ave. gas temperature (sect. 2) (R)

Th Precooler hot side ave. gas temperature (sect. 3) (R)

Tp4h Precooler hot side ave. gas temperature (sect. 4) ( R)

Tpl Precooler wall temperature (sect. 1) ( R)

plc

T 2  Precooler wall temperature (sect. 2) (RR)

Tp 3  Precooler wall eae t temperature (sect. 3) ( R)

T Precooler wall eae t temperature (sect. 4) ( R)

Tr Recuperator cold side inlet temperature (sR)

Trco Recuperator cold side outlet temperature ( R)

Trh. Recuperator hot side inlet temperature ( R)

Trh o Recuperator hot side outlet temperature (sR)

Trlc Recuperator (sect. 1) ave. cold side gas temperature ( R)

Tr2c Recuperator (sect. 2) ave. cold side gas temperature (R)

Tr lh Recuperator (sect. 1) ave. hot side gas temperature (R)

Tr2h Recuperator (sect. 2) ave hot side gas temperature (R)
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SYMBOL DEFINITION

Trlw Recuperator (sect. 1) wall temperature ( R)

Tr~w Recuperator (sect. 2) wall temperature ( R)

Tset Turbine inlet temperature set point ( R)

Wal Precooler air flow rate (bank 1) (lbm/sec)

Wa2 Precooler air flow rate (bank 2) (lbm/sec)

Wb Bypass flow rate (lb/sec)

We Compressor flow rate (lbm/sec)

Wch Charging gas flow rate (lbm/sec)

Wh High side flow rate (Eq. 1-69) (lbm/sec)

W Turbine flow rate (lbm/sec)

W Leakage flow rate (lbm/sec)

b Bypass valve position (non-dimensional)

rb Regulating blade position (non-dimensional)

& sb Shim blade position (non-dimensional)

Turbine overspeed trip valve (non-dimensional)Lost

Delayed neutron fraction (non-dimensional)

k Reactor excess reactivity (non-dimensional)

Tnr1 Reactor gas temperature rise (sect. 1) ( R)

Tnr2 Reactor gas temperature rise (sect. 2) (0R)

Tnr3 Reactor gas temperature rise (sect. 3) ( R)

Tp Precooler cold side air temperature rise (sect. 1) ( R)

_Tp Precooler cold side air temperature rise (sect. 2) ( R)

n2

T Precooler cold side air temperature rise (sect. 3) (R)

n3

- T Precooler cold side air temperature rise (sect. 4) ( R)

plc

Tplh Precooler hot side gas temperature drop (sect. 1) (R)

_Tp2h Precooler hot side gas temperature drop (sect. 2) ( R)

Tp3h Precooler hot side gas temperature drop (sect. 3) (R)

Tp4h Precooler hot side gas temperature drop (sect. 4) (R)

Tric Recuperator (sect. 1) cold side gas temperature rise ( R)

_Tr2c Recuperator (sect. 2) cold side gas temperature rise ( R)

L Trhl Recuperator (sect. 1) hot side gas temperature drop (R)

Trh2 Recuperator (sect. 2) hot side gas temperature drop (R)

c Compressor efficiency

Pt Turbine ef f icdiency
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SYMBOL DEFINITION

A. Decay constant (1/sec)

Reactor period (sec)
r

Start motor torque (arbitrary)sm
Oc Compressor flow function

0t Turbine flow function

Compressor pressure function
c

c g Surge line value of compressor pressure function
c(surge)

tTurbine pressure function
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1.0 COMPONENT SIMULATION

Equations describing the primary power loop for the ML-1 system agree

well with the available performance characteristics of the ML-1 system

(Figure 1-1). The analog computer circuits for these equations are shown in

Figures 1-2 through 1-4. Most of the circuitry follows directly from the

equations; those circuits installed to achieve special purposes are described

in the following sections. The components of Aerojet's Differential Analyzer

and Network Analyzer are listed in Table 1-1.

1.1 Compressor

Equations 1-1 through 1-8 represent curve fits to the compressor oper-

ating map supplied by the manufacturer (Clark Brothers) after adjustment to

conform to test data obtained during the ML-1 power conversion skid test pro-

gram at Azusa. The curve fitting method used is based on the use of vari-

ables suggested by an Aerojet consultant (Dr. M. H. Vavra of Monterey,

California). Compressor data were plotted in the form of efficiency and
c

as functions of 0 and Mach number ratio, M . The variable ' is pro-
C C c

portional to the ratio of enthalpy rise across the compressor to the square of

compressor speed as is shown most clearly in equations 1-1 and 1-2:

P .284 Co
'c - F(Eq. 1-1)

ci _ 4\ ci

T *2 ~ m*2
.0794 ( cM .0794 ' cM

c c fc c
P

The func tion F4 --- is shown in Figure 1-5

4 PC.
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TABLE 1-1

COMPONENTS OF THE AEROJET ANALOG COMPUTERS

Aerojet Differential Analyzer (ADA)

a. 140 - Operational amplifiers (chopper stabilized D.C.)

b. 16 - Electronic multipliers

c. 32 - Operational servos

d. 2 - Hewlett-Packard function generators

e. 4 - 100 milisecond dead time units

f. 1 - One second dead time unit

g. 1 - Gaussian noise generator

h. 12 - Relay amplifiers

i. 8 - Diode function generators

j. 4 - Interval timers

k. 48 - Cathode followers

1. 112 - Coefficient potentiometers

m. 72 - Diode limiters

n. 2 - Digital voltmeters

o. Associated power supplies, operational components and control
circuitry

Aerojet Network Analyzer (ANA)

a. 32 - .1 - 1.0 Henry inductor decades

b. 16 - .01 - .1 Henry inductor decades

c. 200 - 0-1.0 megohm resistor decades

d. 100 - 0-10 microfarad capacitor decades

e. 52 - Operational amplifiers (chopper stabilized D.C.)

f. 12 - Cathode followers

g. 1 - Digital voltmeter

h. 1 - Oscilloscope, dual beam w/recording polaroid camera

i. 4 - Interval timers

j. 60 - Coefficient potentiometers

k. 16 - Diode limiters

1. 12 - Special current generators

m. 16 - Floating potentiometers

n. 12 - Servo multipliers

o. 12 - Diode function generators

p. Associated power supplies, problem boards, and control circuitry
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*2
PWR = 12.7 W N (Eq. 1-2)*

C c C tc

This parameter is similar to the head rise parameter used in incompressible

pump curves. The ratio of the average gas velocity in the compressor to rotor

speed, 0 c, as such is a measure of average fluid velocity vector angle, and

is defined implicitly in Eq. 1-3, below:

O NC tc
W = (Eq. 1-3)
c Tc . T

.0455 .5 -'+ .5
P . P

ci co

The calculation scheme used in this simulation is to compute Ic using

Eq. 1-1 from inlet and outlet pressure, efficiency and speed. Since the com-

putation of c involves computation of a relatively difficult function of

pressure ratio, this function (Figure 1-5) was placed on a function generator.

The resulting value of c is then used in the following equation to compute

0:c

Of= 4.5 - 0.375 - 4.8 -0.2 1 - MI

(Eq. 1-4)

0 = 6.3 - 0.375 t -0.2 1 - M
c c

and in Eq. 1-5 to compute temperature rise across the compressor:

T = Tc. + 48.4 j Nt*2 (Eq. 1-5)
co ci c tc

These quantities are then used in Eq. 1-3 to compute flow rate.

The equation for compressor power (Eq. 1-2) is included here for com-

pleteness but is not used directly in the simulation. Net turbine t-c set

power is computed by the turbo-machinery equations below. Equation 1-6, which

can be used to compute the compressor surge line was not used in this simu-

lation because of a shortage of computer equipment. A less complex but reason-

ably accurate representation of the surge line can be obtained by using a

constant value of 0 .
c

*Not used in analog simulation.
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1.2 Turbine

The method used to represent the turbine is identical to the method used

for the compressor. The general computation scheme used in this simulation is

also identical to that used for the compressor (Eq. 1-9 through 1-15). The

turbine pressure function t is computed as a function of inlet and outlet

pressure using Eq. 1-9.

0.24
4t *2

.03135 Mt
t

=2 .431
.03135 Mt

PO~TO
1,- --- + 0.1915

Ti

P
TO

1---
P
Ti;

2

(Eq. 1-9)
2IP ,P

5 - .623 TO + .1915 TO
PTi PTi

Because of the low value of turbine pressure ratio (less than 1.0 by defini-

tion), it is possible to use the approximate form shown in Eq. 1-9 with good

accuracy rather than the more difficult form involving fractional powers. The

turbine pressure function r t is then used in Eq. 1-10 to compute 0t.

t 2.51 t - 1.505 + K (Mc - 1) (Eq. 1-10)

The value of K is adjusted during computer operation at low speed.

As indicated in this equation, the constant K which governs the magnitude of

the effect of speed on 0t is not specified. With the simulator operating at

the half speed point this constant is varied to match the observed test re-

sults with regard to excess t-c set power. The lack of available low speed

turbine test data makes this procedure necessary. The use of this procedure

permits very accurate simulation in the low speed region, the most important

region for start-up and scram studies. The form of the equation affected by

K is such that half speed performance may be adjusted independently of full

speed performance. The turbine flow function Ot, computed from Eq. 1-10, is

then used in conjunction with inlet and outlet pressures to compute efficiency

(Eq. 1-11) and to compute (Eq. 1-12).

2

2 2= .878 - .19 Pto/Pti - .4 - .0045 (0 - 9.7)

p 2 p

= .425 - .19 O + .152 --- - .0045 0 + .0873 0
Pt. + PiO t t

tTi

(Eq. 1-11)

-25-

.
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0tN tc
W(Eq. 1-12)

t1 (Eq.)TT
.0455 .5 + .5 -

Ti TO

Turbine temperature drop is computed from t'

T = Tt. - 48.4 t N *2 (Eq. 1-13)
to tit tc

1.3 Recuperator

The recuperator is represented by a two-lump capacitance finite dif-

ference method to include the effects of wall thermal capacitance (Eq. 1-16

through 1-23). This standard method is exact in the steady-state case for

the recuperator (a counter flow heat exchanger), and has been shown to be ade-

quate for transient response. In formulating the recuperator equations, heat

transfer coefficients were assumed to vary in proportion to the 0.8 power of

flow rate. To eliminate errors resulting from the subraction of large numbers,

it was found necessary during the course of the simulator diagram to express

all equations in terms of temperature differences when possible.

1.4 Reactor Thermal

Reactor heat transfer simulation was handled separately from reactor

neutronics to simplify listing the reactor equations. The reactor neutronics

enter into the reactor thermal equations (Eq. 1-24 through 1-39) only in the

form of power generated within the fuel elements.

The reactor was divided into three axial segments of equal length to

simulate the reactor thermal transients with reasonable accuracy. Each axial

segment is further subdivided into three segments representing the fuel, the

fuel cladding, and the unfueled metal parts consisting of the center pin and

the element liner.

Average material properties were used in lumping the fuel of both mid

and outer ring fuel element pins. The reactor power profile was incorporated

by weighting factors assigned to the power terms in Eq. 1-24 through 1-26. A

comparison of analog results with test data from NRTS indicates that the

methods represent reactor thermal behavior with reasonable accuracy.
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1.5 Precooler

The thermal representation of the precooler is described in Eq. 1-40

through 1-52. Precooler air flow rate, considered as input to this section,

is discussed under a separate heading below. The precooler, a cross-flow

heat exchanger, is inherently more difficult to simulate than the counter-

flow type. The performance of the precooler, however, is relatively less

significant to system operation, so that a relatively simple model is permis-

sible. The four-lump capacity, finite difference equation method used is the

minimum number of capacitance lumps which will permit full simulation of pre-

cooler fan operation. The equations were written in terms of temperature

differences to minimize errors resulting from subtraction of numbers. This

simulation has given excellent results.

1.6 Bypass, Mass, Charging, Loop

The equations relating to bypass valve operation, system pressure drops,

mass capacitance lumps, parameter identities, and charging are shown in Eq.

1-53 through 1-69.

BYPASS VALVE: The bypass flow rate is determined from compressor discharge

pressure and temperature, recuperator hot side outlet pressure, and bypass

and turbine overspeed valve positions using Eq. 1-53.

Sco
b co b tost // co P(E.1-53)

L/.co J rho(q

fEco \
The function Fy--- is shown in Figure 1-6

rho

Note: toast = 1.5 for turbine overspeed valve open

t_, = 0 for turbine overspeed valve closed
tost

A rather complex function of valve pressure ratio is included in the analog

on a function generator (Figure 1-6). This simulation is suitable for either

sonic or subsonic flow. Precooler inlet temperature, which is a function of

bypass valve flow rate, is computed from Eq. 1-54.

TW. W T +W T+ (Eq. 1-54)
phi t rho b co t bj(q1-4
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FUNCTION GENERATOR CURVE F 5 FOR BYPASS VALVE PRESSURE RATIO
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MASS CAPACITANCE: The mass of gas in the ML-1 primary loop is assumed lumped

at two points, the reactor inlet and the precooler inlet. The quantity of gas

at each lump is computed on the basis of pressure at that point (points are

selected so that pressure is near average for side) and temperatures of the

various components of the side. The steady state value is quite accurate for

this simple simulation. Transient accuracy is not known, but the relatively

slow rate of many important transients indicates that the accuracy of the

simulation is satisfactory. Equations 1-55 through 1-58 show the way the mass

lumps are included in the simulation of the system.

h Wt
dt

Wt b e

Pnri --h

P =M
phi 1

dt = M - Mh

.00348 Tco + .00328 T , + .00456 Tt.

.000805 T + .000775 T + .000677 Thi
to rhophi

+ .000799 Tc.
cl

(Eq. 1-55)

(Eq. 1-56)

(Eq. 1-57)

(Eq. 1-58)

CHARGING: The gas charging equation, controlled by a charge-discharge switch

located on the simulator control panel adjacent to the compressor inlet and

outlet pressure indicating meters, is shown in Eq. 1-59:

M = Nh + M=
Wch dt (Eq. 1-59)

Note: Wch manual input adjustable 0-10 lb/sec.

SYSTEM PRESSURE DROPS: Pressure drops are calculated by Eq. 1-60 through 1-63:

Pco = Pnri + .00183 Wh2
co nrih

P =Pn.ti nri
- .00380 W2

t

P = P +.00013W 2
to rho t

L

T /P +
co co;

T ./P
nri nri,

T ./P
nri nri

+ Tt./Pt.
ti

Tho
Tt0/P +toto: P~ho

Jh

(Eq. 1-60)

(Eq. 1-61)

(Eq. 1-62)

Nh

M1 =
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P = Pci rho

VTh\T
26 2 I phi t c i

- .00026W +p c-i

rho \ ci
(Eq. 1-63)

GAS LEAK: The equations used in simulating a gas leak located at the output

of the compressor (Figure 1-7) are:

h c b x

M= F(Wch - W) dt

(Eq. 1-70)

(Eq. 1-71)

(Eq. 1-72)W = 0.517 A P (T )1/2
x co co

The leak simulation is brought into operation by turning on amplifier 23 on the

network analyzer (Figure 1-2).

1.7 T-C Set Dynamics, Power, Start Motor

The dynamics of the turbo-machinery are described by the following:

* r 5
N = .00007 N (13.25 W T -12.2 W '
tc tc t t c c

(Eq. 1-73)

Note: PWRnom

-PWR -PWR ) + sm dt

manually adjustable 0-400 kw manual load

This equation includes the effects on speed of start motor torque, auxiliary

and external power requirements, and net t-c set power. Turbo-machinery is

accelerated by the difference between turbine power plus start motor power,

and compressor power and precooler fan power plus fixed auxiliary power plus

external power load. The rate of acceleration is determined by net power and

the inertia of the rotating machinery. The value of rotating inertia for

initial NRTS testing was used in this simulation. As would be the case for

resistive loads; external power load, fan power, and fixed auxiliary power

are proportional to the square of t-c set speed. The nominal design speed

value for external power load is adjustable by means of switches and potentio-

meters located on the control panel. External power may be dumped by a manual

dump switch located on the control panel, or by scram. Fan and auxiliary
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power may be dumped by a manual "internal-external" power switch without af-

fecting fan or auxiliary operation. Fan power is a function of fan speed

switch position.

Start motor torque characteristics have been provided for all three

speed ranges of the non-prototype start motor used at NRTS. The actual torque

curves of this motor are presented in Figure 1-8. For simplicity, the start

motor simulation utilizes the circuit shown in Figure 1-9a to generate the

torque curves shown in Figure 1-9b. These curves are straight line approxi-

mations to the actual curves shown in Figure 1-8. The simulation circuit uses

a single function generating circuit which is scaled with individual potentio-

meters to provide correct torque throughout the speed ranges. This simulation

is accurate in the zero torque (synchronous speed) region, which is most criti-

cal to start-up applications. Start motor speed is selected by means of a

switch located on the simulator control panel. Start motor power, which is a

significant parameter for start-up operations, is indicated by a control panel

meter adjacent to the speed selector switch.

1.8 Precooler Fans

Two separate fan banks, each treated as a single fan, are defined to

permit independent manual control of each fan bank, including two speed oper-

ation. Fan and motor characteristics are treated as for the turbo-machinery,

but in a simplified manner (See Eq. 1-76 through 1-79).

Generalized fan speed equations were developed from the fan laws which

were also used to express pumping power requirements. Accelerating motor

torque is assumed constant with a speed limit for steady-state operation.

The simulated motors are velocity damped to simulate friction. Constants in

the fan speed equations were determined from actual fan shutdown data obtained

during the test program at Azusa. The equations incorporating the constants

shown simulate fan decay curves precisely.

The precooler air flow rate equations compute air flow rate as the sum

of flow resulting from the fan speed, including the effect of ambient tempera-

ture on air density, and natural convection flow as calculated from precooler

thermal properties input from the precooler thermal section.
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Each fan bank is controlled by means of a three-position switch located

on the control panel adjacent to the precooler outlet (compressor inlet) tem-

perature indicating meter.

1.9 Reactor Neutronics

These equations for reactor neutronics are standard. Equation 1-80,

which represents excess reactivity, includes the effects of both regulating

and shim blade positions and fuel temperature and gas coolant density reac-

tivity coefficients. Fuel temperature reactivity is computed on the basis of

fuel temperature of the second axial segment, which was observed to approxi-

mate average temperature most accurately. Power calculated by Eq. 1-81 is in-

put to the reactor thermal equations. In runs where fission product afterheat

power was considered significant, this value was included as a constant value

to the reactor thermal equations.
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2.0 CONTROL SYSTEMS

2.1 Temperature Control System

The automatic temperature control system is the same as that used in the

ML-1 (Figure 2-1). The turbine inlet indicated temperature lag includes the

effect of flow rate on gas-to-thermocouple heat transfer coefficient to facili-

tate investigation of controls performance at low speeds. Considerable effort

was expended in accurately simulating the control blade constant speed drive

motors and motor control relay actions. The control relay dead space circuit

(Figure 2-2) approximates the action of a relay controlling the voltage driving

a constant speed motor. When the relay input voltage reaches 3.5 volts, the

relay fires and applies voltage to the motor. When the relay voltage drops

below 1.5 volts, the relay unlatches (drops out). In the dead space circuit

of Figure 2-2, potentiometer Fl controls the pickup voltage and potentiometer

F7 controls the dropout voltage. The 100 volts (righthand side of figure)

drives an integrator simulating the constant speed motor.

Manual temperature control is effected by a blade drive actuating switch

on the control panel. A "blade select" switch permits selection of either

regulating or shim blades. The regulating blade cannot be actuated manually

while in the automatic control mode; there is also an "automatic-manual" switch

for selecting the control mode. The controls include a temperature set point

potentiometer. The control panel includes meters to display shim and regu-

lating blade position, reactor outlet temperature and temperature error, and

reactor power and period.
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2.2 Speed Control System

A,control mode selector switch, a speed set point potentiometer, a by-

pass valve position control potentiometer, and speed and speed error indi-

cating meters are located on the control panel to permit manual control. (A

schematic diagram of the speed control system is shown in Figure 2-3).
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3.0 ALARMS AND SCRAMS

All automatic alarm and scram actions pertinent to the primary power

loop are incorporated in the simulator (Table 3-1). An alarm action will

turn on an individual indicating light on the simulator panel when a speci-

fied alarm limit is exceeded. The light will immediately go when the system

is again operating within limits. A scram action will result in fully in-

serting the control rods, dropping the output power load, switching from in-

ternal to external auxiliary power, and turning off power to the precooler

fans. Alarm and scram circuitry is shown in Figure 3-1. A scram over-ride

circuit is provided on the simulator, making it possible to lock out the

automatic scrams easily when desired.

3.1 Fast Pressure Loss Scram

The fast pressure loss scram detects system malfunctions through a sig-

nificant drop in compressor discharge pressure, and initiates scram action

when required (Figure 3-2). The relay amplifier is driven by the quantity
P

KP - cKP -. S + 1 When a fast pressure loss occurs, the time lag quantity

ends to remaitr constant while KPco drops. When the quantity in brackets be-

comes negative, the relay fires, causing a scram. The present value of the

time constant, , is 60 seconds.

3.2 Turbine Overspeed Scram

This circuit causes a scram when turbine speed exceeds a given set

value.. At the same time, the turbine overspeed valve opens causing an in-

crease in bypass flow. When turbine speed falls below a second set value,

the overspeed valve closes.
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TABLE 3-1

ALARMS AND SCRAMS

ALARM AND SCRAM CRITERIA

Parameter Alarm Scram

P > 335 psia P drop 40 psi at rate
co co exceeding 4.5 psi/

second (1)

< 60 psia

Ntc > 1.1 (2)

N - N > 500 rpm (abs. value)
tc tc set

T. > 1250 F (1710 R) > 13000F (1760R)
ti

T. set > 400F (abs. value)

T . >1500F
Ci

St > 3300 kw

< 10 sec.

sb > 0.9

arb > 0.9

NOTES:

(1) Detect with appropriate RC network.

(2) Turbine overspeed valve to be actuated (open) simultaneously

( xtost = 1.5). TOST valve to be reset automatically to

L ZXr = 0 when Ntc falls below 0.9.
tost t

ALARM ACTION

a. Individual alarm indicating light on when alarm limit exceeded.

b. Light off on correction.

SCRAM ACTION

Scram condition met, simultaneously:

(a) SCRAM

(i) Dump external load (PWRnom 0)

(ii) Dump aux. load (PWR = 0)aux
(iii) Insert reactor control blades ( Ak = -.0475)

(iv) Fan power off (Kf = 0)

(b) Individual scram indicating light on, locking out other scram
lights.
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4.0 SIMULATOR CONTROL PANEL

The ML-1 Analog Model

structed for this purpose.

meter feed-back indications

which are applicable to the

is operated solely through a control panel con-

This panel contains all manual controls, para-

and scram and alarm lights of the ML-1 system

primary power loop (Figures 4-1 and 4-2).
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CONTROL PANEL FOR THE ML-1 ANALOG MODEL
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III. CONTROLS SYSTEMS STUDIES

The ML-1 analog model was used to evaluate the performance of the refer-

ence temperature and speed control systems of the ML-1 power plant in both

automatic and manual modes. Where deficiencies were evident, attempts were

made to determine satisfactory remedies. Results of analog studies and follow-

on analyses are discussed separately for speed and temperature control systems

below.

5.0 TEMPERATURE CONTROLS

A dual analytical and analog approach was used in the temperature con-

trols studies. An analytical model, described below and verified by analog

runs, was used to extend and interpret analog results.

5.1 Analytical Model

The overall operation of the system can probably be best presented with

a root locus diagram, since one pair of complex roots dominates the perfor-

mance. Figure 5-1 shows the locus of only one of these roots, because the

plot is symmetric about the abscissa. The root locus was calculated for the

simplified model of the temperature control loop shown on Figure 5-2. The re-

sult (Figure 5-1) was checked by obtaining analog traces such as Figures 5-3

and 5-4 and comparing their damping and frequencies of oscillation with the

corresponding points on Figure 5-1. The agreement was very good, but the ana-

log points are not plotted because Figure 541 is complicated enough already.

The locus indicates that increasing the gain KT of the control path speeds up
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the system, but destabilizes it (normally a damping factor greater than 0.4

is desired for stability). Increasing the sensor lag T pulls the roots to

the right and destabilizes the system. Increasing derivative-action '7 pulls

them to the left and stabilizes the system. The two analog traces in Figure

5-3 show the effect of moving from point "a" to "b", and the first two traces

of Figure 5-4 show the effect of moving from "c" to "d". Damping of about

0.6 at a reasonably high frequency of response would be desirable, but Figure

5-1 indicates that this is impossible without derivative action.

5.2 Gain Settings

The ML-1 automatic temperature control system incorporates a temperature

error gain K and a control blade position feed-back gain Kfb. The ratio

K /Kfb is approximately the gain of the control path KT. Kfb is fixed, so

that overall gain KT is determined by K . Controller output operates a motor

control relay which controls power to a constant speed blade drive motor. The

difference between relay pick-up and drop-out voltages creates a control dead

band.

The maximum value of KT which permits a damping factor greater than 0.4

is in the range of 0.2 to 0.26 for a 1 second time constant temperature sensor

(Figure 5-1). Temperature response to a full load drop is shown for KT of

0.26 in Figure 5-5. Response to a 500F temperature set point step is shown

in Figure 5-3.

Keeping the ratio KT at its optimum value, the value of Kfb was varied

for half load step changes. Very little difference in the response was noted

except that the control rod drive motor works much less for lower values of

Kfb. This result indicates that a linear approximation of this on-off control

circuit (neglecting relay dead band) is adequate for simulation. In addition,

the regulating rod position feed-back can be modified (without affecting tem-

perature control system response) to optimize the blade drive motor action

(starting and stopping) during automatic control.

5.3 Temperature Sensor Response

The effect of temperature sensor time constant is shown in Figures 5-4

and 5-5. A sensor time constant of 5 seconds results in a 30 F temperature
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overshoot on full load drop. A long response period results from the neces-

sity to decrease KT to 0.1 to retain a damping factor of 0.4.

A temperature sensor time constant will, at half t-c set speed, be ap-

proximately twice the full speed value. To obtain temperature control stabil-

ity at half speed which is comparable to full speed 5 second results, the full

speed time constant should be on the order of 2.5 seconds. Analog runs

indicate that the maximum allowable full speed time constant is approximately

5 seconds.

On the basis of these considerations, a full speed sensor time constant

of 2 seconds or less is desirable. A time constant up to 5 seconds may be

used.

5.4 Derivative Action

Although the present temperature control system will adequately perform

required control functions, performance can be improved, to reduce temperature

overshots occurring during load changes, by the addition of derivative action

to the temperature controller. The addition of derivative action would also

permit the use of longer time constant (more rugged) temperature sensors for

the control system, thereby increasing the control system reliability and re-

ducing reactor overheating from certain types of system malfunctions.

Figures 5-3 and 5-1 show that the addition of rate action overcomes

sensor lag, reduces both overshoot and time of recovery, and improves stabil-

ity. Practical aspects limit the effectiveness of derivative action as its

value becomes large. These include the effect of the filter circuit included

in the unit, and the two-sided limiter that is necessary at its output to

protect against failure of the temperature sensor. For these reasons, and

others, it is not possible to adequately compensate for a very long sensor lag.

5.5 Bode Plot

A bode plot representation of the temperature control system was de-

veloped for use in checking controls hardware response.

If the speed and temperature control systems are considered as linear

black boxes, their characteristics can be described with a bode plot (the

frequency response to small, sinusoidal oscillations). The black box (which
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includes the amplifiers, electronic circuitry, relay, rod drive motor, regula-

ting rod, and rod position feed-back associated with the temperature control)

should have a transfer function:

(l + GS)

KT1 + T S

where

S is Laplace variable (sec 1)

KT is the gain of the system, or degrees of regulating rod position/

F temperature error. It should be adjustable with a minimum range

of zero to about 0.6 e/ F.

is rate, or derivative, action in seconds. It should be adjustable

with a minimum range of 0 to about 20 seconds.

T is the combined value of the system time lags. Its value should be

less than 0.5 seconds. (Note: It does not include the thermocouple.)

KT and '( will be set in the field, but their expected values are 0.25 e/ F

and 5 seconds, respectively. Figure 5-6 is the required frequency response of

the system using these values.

5.6 Manual Controls

Manual temperature control was found to be quite difficult on the simu-

lator, primarily because of very long temperature response time caused by

reactor-recuperator coupling (Figure 5-2). At low speed there was little cor-

relation between reactor outlet temperature and control actions because of in-

creased response times resulting from heat transfer coefficient reduction ac-

companying flow reduction. To properly control temperature at low speeds, it

was necessary to observe reactor power and period carefully, as well as tem-

perature.

Considerable difficulty was encountered in transferring from manual to

automatic temperature control mode because of the nature of the temperature

control system. To successfully transfer control mode, it was found necessary

to simultaneously obtain the conditions of infinite period, zero temperature

error, and set point regulating rod position. This operation can be performed,

but should be eliminated by future controls development.
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6.0 SPEED CONTROL

Design of the speed control system was found to be fully adequate with

the exception of the two minor modifications discussed below.

6.1 Gain Settings

The combination of maximum proportional gain (K ) of 0.12% valve open-

ing per rpm error and reset (R) of 0.25 repeats per second were found to re-

sult in the best obtainable speed recovery. With these settings, it was not

quite possible to meet the specifications that speed recovery must be within

+ 0.3% in 4 seconds following a 50% load drop. If reset is increased from

this, the second peak becomes too large, and if it is decreased, the first

peak doesn't recover in time. The available range of proportional gain in

the speed controller has been doubled (from 0.12% full opening per rpm error

to 0.24% rpm) to assure meeting the control specifications.

6.2 Reset Amplifier Limiters

The reset amplifier in the speed controller has been equipped with a

two-sided output limiter to prevent the bypass valve from being held in either

the open or closed position following sustained overspeed or underspeed oper-

ation. This behavior was found, during ML-1 simulator operations, to occur

when automatic speed control was used for start-up operations and when a mis-

match was present between speed set point and start motor synchronous speed

(if start motor speed control and automatic speed control were used simulta-

neously)o This latter situation will be quite common during NRTS test

operations.
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6.3 Bode Plot

The speed control system black box which includes the tachometer, ampli-

fiers, electronic circuitry, servo motor, bypass value, and position feedback

associated with the speed control system should have a transfer function:

KN R
(1 +-)Tl+ TS S

where

KN is the gain of the system or % full opening of bypass valve per

rpm speed error. Its value should be adjustable with a minimum

range of 0 to 0.24% valve opening per rpm error.

R is the value of reset, or integral action. It should be adjust-

able with a minimum range of 0.05 to 0.25 repeats per second.

T is the combined value of the time lags, and must be less than

0.5 seconds.

KN and R will be set in the field, but their expected values are 0.12%

value opening/rpm, and 0.145 repeats per second, respectively. Figure 6-1 is

the required frequency response using these values.

6.4 Manual Speed Control

No difficulties were experienced with manual speed control provisions.
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IV. REACTOR STABILITY STUDY

7.0 EFFECTS OF PIN BOWING

A study was performed on the ML-1 analog model to investigate the effect

of fuel element pin bowing on reactor stability. The most conservative possi-

ble (worst) model assumption was used for this study. All pins were assumed

initially bowed inward completely. A 3 F change in temperature skew across

the pin was assumed to be sufficient to cause the pin to bow completely outward.

The equation governing pin temperature skew ( 60A Tw) is:

AP P'o sTw (S)A T (5) = (Eq. 7-1)
w +T' S

where

AP is the steady-state, normalized power skew,

Tw is the average pin wall temperature,

S is the Laplace variable,

'7' is the time constant of the pin internal thermal redistribution.

The time constant '7'is the time of radial heat transfer from one half of the

pellet to the other. The cylindrical pin was described as a four-region slab,

and 7" calculated as about 1 second. AP was estimated as 0.16.

This function was then added to the ML-1 analog, with a variable reac-

tivity worth for 6 A Tw. The stability of the plane of Figure 7-1 was in-

vestigated by trying many combinations of fuel and bowing coefficients. For

the cases in which the reactor did not run away, it was set on a long period

from about one-half power. If this period did not considerably decrease be-

fore the power scram point was reached, it was either considered stable or at

least controllable.
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The analog studies indicated that no instability occurred with these

conservative assumptions. Further runs were made in which the bowing reac-

tivity coefficient was increased above that considered to be the maximum

conservative number to determine the value of the reactivity coefficient that

would be required to produce instability, the type of instability, and the

amount of safety margin. These runs indicated that the bowing reactivity

coefficient would have to be approximately three times larger than the con-

servative estimate to result in instability. The character of instability

achieved (with the bowing reactivity coefficient three times larger than a

conservative estimate) was shown to be a limit cycle having a four minute

period. The limit cycle, shown on Figure 7-2, indicates quite clearly the

mechanism of instability. This phenomenon is possible if a large negative

fuel coefficient and a large positive bowing coefficient both exist. Once

the pin begins to bow, it is self-perpetuating, sending power on a short

period. When the bowing reaches its limit, the fuel temperature is rising

very fast, decreasing the reactivity and power.
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V. HIGH TEMPERATURE SCRAM

The high temperature scram was investigated on the ML-1 analog model to

evaluate conceptual design and function.

8.0 PERMISSIBLE SENSOR LAG

A study performed on the ML-1 analog model indicates that the lag of the

scram temperature sensor should be less than 1 second, measured at rated gas

flow, to obtain satisfactory correlation between measured and actual gas temper-

atures. Turbine seizure, system rupture, and continuous regulating rod with-

drawal accidents were simulated on the analog computer. For the worst case in

each of these three categories, the gas temperature increase was very close to

a ramp with a rate-of-change of 20 F/sec. At this high rate of change of tem-

perature, there can be a considerable difference between the instantaneous in-

dicated and actual temperatures, hence the sensor lag becomes quite important.

The longer the lag, the lower the scram point must be set. Figure 8-1 shows

the relation between set point and sensor lag for three values of instantaneous

actual gas temperature at scram. Based on Figure 8-1, it appears that the

sensor lag should not be more than 2 seconds. Lag increases with decreasing

as lo acoringto1) 0.8
gas flow according to ( . Therefore, if a 2 second lag is to be main-

tained at half flow, thetfull-flow lag must be about one second.
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9.0 ELEMENT WALL TEMPERATURE REPRESENTATION

A study performed to determine whether the reactor outlet gas temperature

adequately represents the fuel cladding temperatures led to the conclusion that

for a large number of transient situations caused by various failures, which

would lead to scram, wall temperature varied no more than 10% faster than the

outlet gas temperature. Accordingly, gas temperature is a good indication of

fuel element temperature (and therefore is an appropriate scram parameter) as

long as the temperature lag is less than 1 second, as noted above.
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10.0 HIGH POWER SCRAM BACK-UP

No direct analog studies of the power scram were made. It was noted,

however, that to be most effective, the power scram setting must be set just

above the maximum power expected during an operation. Under these conditions,

a power excursion from low speed will still result in excessive fuel element

temperatures unless scram is initiated by the high temperature scram. An ana-

lytical study, based on analog data, was made to investigate the effectiveness

of the high temperature scram in this capacity.

Initial conditions used for this computation were:

Reactor Power = 200 kw

Outlet Temperature - 8000F

Mass Flow Rate - 2.6 lb/sec

Average Wall Temperature - 920 F

T-C Set Speed - 5500 rpxa (one-fourth nominal)

The results indicate that the high temperature scram will initiate scram for

power excursions having a stable period greater than approximately 10 seconds

(Figure 10-1). Lower period excursions will result in scram initiation by the

high power scram. The maximum element wall temperature which could result be-
0

fore a scram from such an excursion would be approximately 1600 F.
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VI, PRESSURE LOSS SCRAM STUDY

The ML-1 analog model was used to determine pressure loss scram

criteria and to develop a device to meet these criteria. Scram criteria were

developed by observing the results of a number of normal and abnormal analog

runs. These observations showed that hazardous situations involving loss of

pressure will result in pressure loss rate of almost any value and are general-

ly characterized by a continued drop in pressure leading to eventual plant

shutdown (plant shutdowns were observed to occur in from 3 or 4 seconds to 2

to 3 minutes). Accordingly, the most suitable fast pressure loss scram cri-

terion is that scram should be initiated for any abnormal pressure change.

Normal expected pressure changes are a rapid pressure drop of up to 40 psi

occurring at a rate of about 80 psi per second on a 400 kw load change and a

very low rate of pressure loss occurring on normal depressurization operations

of about 1 psi per second. Scram should therefore be initiated for any pres-

sure drop occurring at a rate greater than 1 psi per second and extending for

a duration that results in a pressure drop greater than 40 psi.

A scram detector meeting these requirements was simulated by a cir-

cuit consisting primarily of an RC delay circuit and a summing amplifier in

which the instantaneous pressure signal is compared to a delayed pressure

signal. Scram is initiated when the difference between delayed and instanta-

neous pressure is sufficiently large.

Analog runs using this scram detector with a 60 second time constant de-

lay circuit were made for a wide variety of normal and abnormal operating con-

ditions, including the following:

1) Normal steady-state operation,
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2) Severe electrical load steps,

3) Turbine seizures which decreased speed to one-half of the nominal

value in from 2 seconds to 180 seconds,

4) Coolant gas leaks at the compressor inlet having leak areas ranging

from 0.025 square inches to 5 square inches,

5) Turbine overspeed valve failures to the open position, and,

6) Overspeed conditions where scram was not signaled directly by tur-

bine overspeed valve opening.

The scram detector performed as desired. No scrams were obtained during load

changes or depressurization operations, while all abnormal situations resulted

in scrams. Scram was initiated in several situations where it would not be

initiated by any other means. In some situations, where scram would have

eventually been initiated by reactor outlet temperature high level, scram was

initiated early enough to prevent reactor over temperature.

The scram detector can be implemented by mechanical or electronic means.

Electronic implementation will require an RC delay circuit and a summing ampli-

fier. Mechanical implementation will require the use of a pressure switch and

a delay device consisting of a variable flow restrictor and a gas reservoir.

The mechanical method is presently ML-1 reference design.
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11.0 SCRAM REQUIREMENTS AND CRITERIA

11.1 Scram Requirements

The purpose of the fast pressure loss scram is to initiate scram on the

basis of a loss in compressor discharge pressure resulting from abnormal

system operation caused by turbine overspeed valve failure, turbine seizure,

leak, etc. Although other system scrams (reactor outlet temperature, low

pressure, and low voltage) will initiate scram in some of these cases, none is

fully adequate as a prime indication.

The reactor outlet high temperature scram will indicate scram in cases

where very fast pressure decays exist (such as the fast turbine seizure, severe

leak, or turbine overspeed valve failure), but will not indicate scram for

slow seizures or moderate slow leakage rates where the reactor temperature

may be controlled. Even in the case's where the reactor outlet temperature

scram would initiate scram it is undesirable as other than a backup, since

it leads necessarily to an undesirable overtemperature. Overtemperature is

specially severe in the case of large leaks and fast turbine seizures where

the flow of reactor coolant gas is terminated almost immediately after the

malfunction, and reactor temperature rises for a considerable time (before

reactor controls can correct) at an initial rate of about 30 F per second.

In these cases, high temperature scram will be initiated in approximately 5

seconds, but temperature will continue to rise following scram an additional

100 F, leading to a maximum reactor outlet temperature of approximately 14000F.

A potentially more hazardous situation results from reliance upon high

temperature scram in slow pressure decay situations where rate of reactor

coolant flow decreases so slowly that reactor outlet temperature may be con-
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trolled. In this case, a reactor control failure may occur which will have a

relatively high probability of resulting in core melt-down.

A slow turbine seizure will not be detected by overtemperature since the

coolant flow decay will occur at a rate sufficiently slow that the temperature

may be controlled. Seizure will not be detected by the low level pressure

switch since equilibrium pressure in a turbine seizure situation is about 150

psig and the low pressure switch setting is about 50 psig. In this case, tur-

bine speed and flow will likely cease completely without a scram. After flow

stoppage, cooling of the reactor outlet temperature sensing device will lead

the temperature controller to command an increase in reactor power. Resultant

increased reactor temperatures will not be sensed by the controller temperature

sensor. Any natural convection flow caused by high reactor temperatures will

be contrary to the normal flow of the coolant gas and will merely result in in-

troducing relatively low-temperature gas from the recuperator to the sensing

element, which will further accelerate the rate of power increase.

Temperature control instability will normally occur as a result of a large

reduction in flow rate through the reactor and across the temperature sensor.

There is some possibility that such instability might lead to overtemperature

and scram before complete stoppage of flow. Unfortunately, however, the con-

tinuously decreasing flow rate during a turbine seizure causes the reactor to

be on a constantly negative period with relatively little disturbance to trig-

ger instability. Accordingly, the probability of a scram due to instability

during a shutdown is considered relatively low compared to the probability of

eventual core destruction.

The low pressure scram is relatively ineffectual in detecting loss of

pressure during abnormal operation resulting in loss of pressure, and actually

will only signal a scram in case of a leak. Equilibirum system pressure is

sufficiently high under other abnormal conditions that the pressure sensor

will not be actuated.
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11.2 Scram Criteria

It was determined by a series of ML-1 analog runs that hazardous non-re-

coverable situations are indicated (as shown in Table 11-1) by pressure drop

rates ranging from 0.7 psi/second to 300 psi/second or greater, and it is ac-

cordingly desirable that the fast pressure loss scram indicate scram for any

abnormal pressure transient. The problem then becomes one of defining normal

pressure transients and devising a scram detector to indicate scram for all

non-normal pressure transients.

Normal pressure transients at the compressor discharge result from bypass

valve speed control operations accompanying electrical output power changes,

from manual speed control bypass valve operations, and from system pressuriz-

ing and de-pressurizing operations. The magnitude and rate of pressure changes

resulting from output power variation is related- to the magnitude of output

load step, but the rate of pressure change is related both to the magnitude of

the step and the speed control system gains. With present optimal speed con-

trol system settings, the maximum expected rate of change of pressure with a

400 kw load change is about 80 psi/second for a duration of 0.5 seconds with

an overall magnitude of 40 psi. Maximum rate of change of pressure could be

increased with increased controller gain settings, but overall magnitude should

not be increased.

The ML-1 analog model was operated under manual speed control (without

load steps) to determine the magnitude of pressure and pressure rate variations

expected under this mode of operation. The results show that the magnitude

of pressure variations experienced under manual control should not exceed

those experienced under automatic control under full load steps, and should

have a lesser rate.

Maximum depressurization rate possible with operational ML-1 equipment

is limited to 0.02 psi/second by transfer compressor capacity. This value is

too low to serve as the basis for the initial design of the fast pressure loss

system. A nominal desired rate of depressurization for the system is considered

to be on the over of 1 psi/second.
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TABLE 11-1

PRESSURE DECAY DATA

No Scram Scram

Seizure (2 seconds to half speed)

Initial pressure decay rate (psi/sec) 150 150
Time to pressure loss scram (sec) --- (1)

Initial reactor outlet temperature ( F) 1210 1220
Time to 100 FUrise (sec) 5 --
Final temperature (F) 1540 (2) 1340

Seizure (180 seconds to half speed)

Initial pressure decay rate (psi/sec) 0.89 0.89
Time to pressure loss scram (sec) --- 120
Pressure drop at scram (psi) --- 65
Initial reactor outlet temperature ( F) 1220 1210
Maximum temperature ( F) 1260(3) 1260

Leak (5 square inch area)

Initial pressure decay rate (psi/sec) 300 300
Time to pressure loss scram --- (1)
Initial reactor outlet temperature ( F) 1250 1265
Time to 100 FUrise (sec)5--
Final temperature (F) 1420 1320

Leak (0.025 square inch area)

Initial pressure decay rate (psi/sec) 0.68 0.68
Time to pressure loss scram (sec) --- 125

Pressure drop at scram (psi) --- 88
Initial reactor outlet temperature ( F) 1250 1240
Maximum temperature ( 0 F) 1370 1270

(1) Time too short to record accurately
(2) Rising at 18 Fo/sec rate
(3) Rising at 12 F 0 /sec rate

Accordingly, the fast pressure loss scram criterion is that scram should

occur for any sustained pressure loss occurring at a rate greater than about

1 psi/second and having an overall magnitude greater than about 40 psi.
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12.0 MODEL DESIGN AND USE

12.1 Analytical Design

A scram detector system was considered in which an instantaneous pressure

signal is compared to a delayed pressure signal as shown below in Equations

12-1 through 12-3; the value of the difference indicates scram:

Absolute: (Pd - P) > C (Eq. 12-1)

Proportional: (Pd - KP) > 0 (Eq. 12-2)

Combined: (Pd - KP) > C (Eq. 12-3)

where

P = Instantaneous pressure signal

Pd = Delayed pressure signal

K = Proportional constant

C = Absolute constant

Equations 12-1 and 12-2 are special forms of Equation 12-3. These equa-

tions are quite simple to implement electronically. Equation 12-1 is superior

to either Equation 12-2 or 12-3 in that it can be implemented mechanically with

simple standard components. Equation 12-2 is independent of pressure level at

the start of a pressure transient and will initiate scram with the same rela-

tive rate of pressure decrease regardless of initial pressure. Equation 12-3

is most flexible and may be used to tailor scram conditions most closely to

requirements.

Procedures used to establish design criteria are illustrated below,

using Equation 12-1. Equation 12-1 was solved for (Pd - P) as a function of
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initial pressure decay rate and delay circuit time constant for ramp and ex-

ponential pressure decays: -

Ramp: (P - P) = kP9 ' (1 - e )(Eq. 12-4)

-t

Exponential: (Pd- P) = P -kr'T,(e)kt - e-) (Eq. 12-5)

where

Po Initial pressure

k Initial decay rate (Fraction of P/sec)

Delay circuit time constant

The values of C and ' which will produce scram in 10 seconds for a nominal

4.5 psi/sec ramp were determined from Equation 12-4 and plotted in Figure 12-1.

The value of C required to prevent scram on a nominal maximum load step tran-

sient (80 psi/sec for 0.5 seconds) was determined as a function of ' and also

plotted on Figure 12-1. Only values of above 40 seconds (as indicated by

the intersection of the two curves described above) will simultaneously satis-

fy the nominal scram criteria while excluding scram for a load transient.

The minimum sustained pressure drop rate which will result in scram was

calculated for values of C and 'CV which produce nominal scram (above) for both

ramp and exponential pressure decays (Figure 12-1). The value of T selected

(above the minimum allowable value discussed in the preceding paragraph) is

determined from this curve of minimum allowable pressure drop rate from the

planned operational depressurization rate. The use of a high sustained de-

pressurization rate for device setting will compromise the effectiveness of

the fast pressure loss scram since scram will not occur for any abnormal situ-

ation exhibiting a lesser pressure decay rate. (Note that depressurization

can occur at rates greater than a fast pressure loss setting for short periods

without causing scram; for example, any rate is permissible as long as a total

drop of 40 psi is not exceeded).

If a time constant value of 60 seconds is selected, the value of C cor-

responding to this value is 41.5 psi. The allowable long term depressurization

rate with a 60 second delay circuit time constant is 0.7 psi/sec for a ramp

decay, or 1.1 psi/sec for an initial exponential pressure decay.
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This absolute system is the simplest of the criteria considered, but as

mentioned before has the disadvantage that scram depends upon the absolute

value of pressure decay rate and drop, regardless of the initial pressure level.

However, since the self-sustaining pressure level of the present ML-1 system

is limited to from 200 to 300 psig, the lack of the proportionality feature

is not a serious handicap. Lack of the proportionality feature will be more

important for advanced machinery that can operate at lower pressure levels.

12.2 Analog Results

The proportional fast pressure loss scheme with a decay circuit time con-

stant of 60 seconds and a proportional constant of 1.1 was incorporated as one

of the standard ML-l scrams for all analog runs when scrams were used (see Sec-

tion II). It proved extremely effective in this application by:

1) Initiating scram in all analog malfunction runs involving leaks and

turbine seizures,

2) Initiating scram on turbine overspeed valve failure to the open

position, and,

3) Effectively backing up turbine overspeed scram, initiating scram on

turbine overspeed valve opening.

Analog runs incorporating the fast pressure loss scram were made for tur-

bine seizures resulting in speed decays (without scrams) to one-half speed in

from 2 seconds to 180 seconds, leaks from the compressor discharge having leak

areas from 0.025 to 5 square inches, an assortment of power changes, and turbine

overspeed and bypass control valve failures. Pertinent data are summarized in

Table 11-1. Representative data for a slow leak are shown in Figure 12-2.

Scram resulted immediately in cases of fast turbine seizures or large

leaks, about 5 seconds before scram from reactor outlet temperature high level.

Maximum temperature obtained during fast seizure shutdown was limited to 1340F,

with 120 F rise occurring after scram. If the fast pressure loss scram had not

been incorporated in this run, final reactor outlet temperature would have been

about 1400 0 F. Scram was also indicated for leaks and seizures resulting in
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pressure loss rates as low as 0.7 psi/sec. In these cases, temperature was the

controlling parameter and no other scram had been initiated.

Manual pressurization and depressurization operations were performed dur-

ing the course of these analog runs at reasonable rates without resulting in

scram.

The general character of the scram device is that of a floating low-

level pressure scram setting.

12.3 Mechanical Design

Design and development of a mechanical system which simulates Equation

12-1 was completed and is being installed at the ML-1 site. A schematic

diagram of this system is shown in Figure 12-3. It consists of a pressure

switch with adjustable setting and a signal delay device consisting of a

variable flow restrictor and a gas reservoir. All components are readily

available.
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VII. TURBINE-COMPRESSOR SET OVERSPEED PROTECTION STUDIES

A study was conducted with the ML-1 analog model to investigate operation

of the overspeed protection system under a wide variety of operating conditions,

including simulated failures of the protective system itself. The results of

this study demonstrate that the planned operation of the overspeed protection

system (TOST valve trip and scram at 110% of speed, and TOST valve reset at

95% of speed) is fully adequate. Backup scrams operate sufficiently well that

no dangerous condition would result from a wide vareity of overspeed system

failures.

Modification of the mode of operation of the overspeed protection system

to eliminate the reactor scram on TOST valve opening (to facilitate transfer to

manual speed control) should be possible without exceptional risk, but would not

significantly improve the probability of successfully surmounting an overspeed

without scram. The net effect of eliminating such a scram would be only to

place primary scram reliance on devices which are now backup.

With proper set up and operation of the current ML-l system it would be

possible to eliminate the TOST valve (or operate without it)without excessive

danger. However, such operations should not be attempted without further ana-

lytical and experimental verification. The TOST valve cannot be eliminated for

improved versions of the ML-1 systems that have t-c set performance that meet

the power output specifications.

A high pressure scram should be considered as back-up to the overspeed

valve. This scram would limit overspeed positively if the TOST valve fails,
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and can be incorporated without significantly complicating procedures since it

would be high level scram only and no block out would be required for startup.

13.0 TURBINE OVERSPEED VALVE

Turbine-compressor set speed is normally controlled by positioning the

control bypass valve to vary the quantity of coolant flow bypassed from the

compressor outlet to the precooler inlet. An excess of flow is maintained

through the compressor (relative to the turbine) so that the sum of compressor

power, bearing and gear losses, and electrical generator power is held equal to

the power produced by the turbine.

Overspeed is caused by an excess of turbine output power over the sum of

power requirements, caused either by failure of the bypass valve to control

properly or by generation in the turbine of more power than the bypass valve is

capable of controlling.

Overspeed is accompanied by a decrease in reactor outlet temperature (due

to increased flow) and increased compressor outlet pressure and power. The mag-

nitudes and rates of change are determined by the excess turbo-machinery power,

temperature controller settings, etc. Acceleration rate is proportional to

excess power so that time allowed for correction will vary, depending on power,

and consequently anything affecting excess power (such as ambient temperature,

mass, bypass valve position, electrical load carried, and turbo-machinery design).

Acceleration rates will increase if the turbo-machinery is redesigned for higher

output power. NL-1 influence coefficients may be used to estimate excess power

(and acceleration rates) under a wide variety of the above conditions. During

field testing, load carrying capability corresponding to bypass valve position

plus any electrical load will give excess power.

A power excess can result at normal operating conditions only by failure

of the bypass control valve in the closed position. A sudden loss of output

power (such as caused by a full load dump, or by shaft separation in the power

train) will cause mementary speed surges which are controllable within safe

limits by the speed control valve(with proper control settings). The bypass

control valve has sufficient flow capacity to control speed with a maximum ex-
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cess power up to about 450 kw. Exceeding this value would be difficult with the

existing turbo-machinery, but could result when improved turbo-machinery operates

with slightly higher turbine inlet temperatures, or at low ambient temperatures.

One pound per second of bypass flow rate corresponds to about 60 kw, so

that the control range of the bypass valve (maximum flwo rate of 7.5 lbm/sec)

is 450 kw, while that of the TOST valve (maximum flow at nominal conditions of

10 lbm/sec) is 600 kw. Acceleration rate of the t-c set is about 1.5 rpm/sec/kw

of excess power. The above information can be used to estimate the acceleration

or deceleration rate at nominal speeds for a variety of conditions using the

following equation:

dN = 1.5 (P - P - 450%k - k) (Eq. 13-1)
dt nom ouput

where

dN
= Acceleration rate (rpm/sec)

dt

P = Maximum possible output power (kw)

PouLpu = Actual output power (kw)

=Fraction of bypass valve opening

k = TOST valve power loss (kw); 600 kw for valve open; 0 for closed

Maximum possible output power is a function of system pressure level, ambient

temperature, and turbine inlet temperature. This figure can be obtained from

known system output power at specific conditions adjusted by the influence co-

efficients.

For example, assume maximum possible output power is 150 kw, output

power is 100 kw, and a bypass valve failure occurs which closes the bypass

valve. Acceleration rate is 75 rpm/sec. Time to trip overspeed valve at

10% overspeed (2,200 rpm) is 30 seconds. After TOST valve opening, decelera-

tion rate is 820 rpm/sec. Time from trip to 10% underspeed (possible TOST

valve reset point) is 5.4 seconds.

Note: The above method may be used to estimate time available for cor-

rective action, etc. Results are only approximate because transient

variations in other parameters (principally turbine inlet temperature)

which occur during speed change are not considered.
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13.1 Description

The turbine overspeed valve is a solenoid operated, pneumatically actuated

valve which bypasses about 10 lbm/sec flow from the compressor outlet to the

precooler inlet to control overspeed. The valve is nominally tripped (opened)

at 110% of nominal speed and reset (closed) at 95% of nominal in case of over-

speed.

The opening side of the actuating piston of the TOST valve is open to the

valve upstream pressure (Figure 13-1). The closing side is routed by the sole-

noid valve either to the upstream or downstream pressure. Energizing the sole-

noid valve admits upstream pressure to both sides of the valve actuating piston,

allowing the valve to close under spring forces. De-energizing the solenoid

vents the closing side of the piston to downstream pressure, allowing upstream

pressure to open the valve.

The spring closing force corresponds to about 20 psi differential pres-

sure across the valve actuator so that the valve will reset during a scram

when valve differential pressure is sufficiently low, even if the valve fails

to reset by electrical signal to the solenoid. This will occur at about one-

third speed, which will facilitate operation of the start motor at one-fourth

speed.

Although reasonably leak tight in the closed position, the valve is de-

signed so that a considerable quantity of hot (300 to 400 F) gas will flow

through the TOST valve actuating piston labyrinth seal and the solenoid valve

when the TOST valve is in the open position. Considering the use of all metal

sliding and sealing surfaces, it is possible that thermal distortion and bind-

ing can occur.

The solenoid valve is continuously energized during normal plant operation

To reduce the probability of failure in this service, two solenoid coils in

parallel are used to actuate the solenoid valve (TOST valve closed in energized

psotion). The coils are sized so that one may fail without tripping the valve,

but the remaining coil is not sufficient to reset the valve after an overspeed

trip. Consequently, reset is not assured in normal valve operation.
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13.2 Normal Overspeed Operation

The normal mode of operation of the turbine overspeed trip (TOST) valve

is to open the valve at 110% of nominal speed and simultaneously scram the re-

actor, causing the t-c set to decelerate rapidly. The TOST valve is reset

(closed) at 95% of nominal speed to decrease the deceleration rate and allow

a maximum shutdown time to cool system components.

A complete set of analog data was taken for a normal overspeed trip opera-

tion with trip at 110% of nominal speed and reset at 90% speed (Figure 13-2).

Overspeed was induced by a simulated failure of the bypass control valve to

the closed position with no auxiliary or external electrical power load. Under

these conditions, excess (accelerating) power was about 125 kw. About 17 se-

conds were required to overspeed to the 110% trip setting. During this time,

compressor discharge pressure rose 25 psi and reactor outlet temperature drop-

ped 40 F because of the inability of the temperature control system to increase

power fast enough to maintain temperature. Power increased about 20% in an

attempt to maintain temperature.

After trip and scram at 110% speed, about 7 seconds were required to de-

celerate to the 90% speed reset point. Reactor outlet temperature dropped at

a rate of 16 F /sec while pressure dropped a total of 84 psi at a rate of 7

psi/sec following an initial sudden drop of 48 psi. After reset, shutdown

proceeded normally. At no time during this operation did any dangerous condi-

tion exist.

13.3 Abnormal Overspeed Operation

A series of analog overspeed runs was made, systematically eliminating

each of the separate functions occurring during an overspeed protective opera-

tion. The purpose of these runs was to determine:

1) Hazardous situations resulting from failure to perform such functions

during an overspeed condition,

2) If any of these functions can be safely eliminated from the ope ration,
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3) If any advantage will result from eliminating such functions,

4), If adequate backup is available from other protective devices to pre-

vent serious hazards in case the overspeed protective system fails, and,

5) The effect of abnormal operation on trip and reset settings.

NO SCRAM: When scram was eliminated from the operation, while retaining the

automatic trip and reset functions 110% and 90% speed, the overspeed protection

system operated automatically to control speed within 90 to 110% of speed in-

definitely after bypass valve failure to the closed position. About 25 seconds

was required from 90 to 110% speed while accelerating, and 8 seconds decelera-

ting. The reactor outlet temperature varied +60 to -40 F from nominal (with

optimum temperature controller settings); compressor discharge pressure varied

+30 to -60 psi; and reactor power varied +20 to -10%. None of these or other

noted variations are considered dangerous, thia there is some possibility of

using this procedure to control speed to tolerable limits in case the speed con-

trol fails while transfer to manual speed control is attempted. Variations in

power and pressure are sufficiently large to produce scram by over-temperature

and fast pressure loss scrams unless these tolerances are relaxed and/or trip

and reset settings are adjusted to minimize transients.

Normally, in case of failure to scram on trip, scram would probably be

initiated by high power or fast pressure loss. If this does not occur, TOST

valve failure may occur before successful transfer to manual speed control. The

valve can fail in opened or closed position. Failing closed would result in

overspeed and subequent high power scram, and failing opened should result in

high temperature or fast pressure loss scram.

NO RESET: Failure to reset the TOST valve after trip and scram at 110% speed

produced no serious shutdown behavior. Shutdown proceeded as during normal

scram except that the time from scram to half speed was 40 seconds instead of

the normal 60 seconds, and system temperatures were generally higher (with the

exception of the precooler which was cooler because relatively cool compressor

outlet gas was routed to the precooler inlet via the TOST valve).
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NO TRIP: Failure to trip at 110% speed while scramming will produce a situ-

ation corresponding to ordinary scram with bypass valve closed, starting at

110% of speed. Initiating scram at higher speed will assure greater cooling

than with normal scram. Acceleration will continue for a short period after

scram until the reactor outlet (turbine inlet) temperature decreases below self

sustaining. In one analog run terminated by simultaneously scramming and clos-

ing the bypass valve, a 7.57. increase in speed occurred. Overspeed would in-

crease if the turbo-machinery performance were improved, possibly to much

higher values. Analog runs have not been made to determine the overspeed which

would result with nominal performance turbo-machinery.

13.4 Effect of TOST Valve Failures

A second series of analog runs was made to determine the effects of over-

speed valve failure in a non-overspeed situation (valve failed opened with t-c

set speed normal) and to determine proper automatic corrective action. Runs

were made with the valve opened with no reset (simulating loss of solenoid

power) and with reset (simulating spurious trip signal). These runs were made

without any scrams to determine general behavior, with normal scrams to verify

normal inherent system safety, and with scram immediately on TOST valve opening

to determine if this additional safety provision would be advantageous. No

electrical load was imposed at the time of failure.

NO SCRAM OR RESET: Failing open without any scram or reset produced an immer-

diate pressure decrease of 40 psi with a subsequent drop rate of 5 psi/sec and

a reactor outlet temperature increase to 1300 F within 10 seconds. Either con-

dition would produce a scram. A similar run with normal scrams produced a fast

pressure loss scram only 5 seconds after trip. By this time, pressure had

dropped a total of 65 psi and temperature had risen 80 F.

WITH RESET: Failing open with subsequent reset and without scram produced re-

gained speed within 15 seconds. Reactor outlet temperature reached a maximum

of only 50 F0 over nominal, and no other adverse condition occurred. A re-run

with normal scrams produced an immediate loss of pressure scram when the TOST

valve failed opened. A 5% speed overshoot occurred after reset because the
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reactor outlet temperature had not yet cooled below self sustaining temperature.

Resetting the TOST valve increased the time to half speed from 30 seconds to

60 seconds, allowing more time for operator actions.

Note: The apparent discrepancy in the time required to scram after TOST
valve failed opened (immediately in one case and in 5 seconds in another)
is normal behavior for the scram detector which depends on pressure his-
tory for several minutes before initiation of scram. More time is re-
quired to obtain scram after trip on overspeed because at trip the pres-
sure is higher than the prior steady-state value.

13.5 TOST Valve Solenoid Power Scram

The analog results indicate that with the present normal scram, a fast

pressure loss scram will occur immediately on TOST valve failing opened or

soon thereafter so that special safety provisions are not necessarily required.

A direct scram indicated can be taken from TOST valve solenoid power. This

will provide a direct scram signal and reserve other scrams as backups, thus

reducing the possibility of reactor over-temperature. This will -also slightly

increase the reliability of TOST scram on overspeed. Incorporation would com-

plicate operating procedures and necessitate scram over-rides for TOST valve

check-out during runs.
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14.0 VALVE SETTING

14.1 Trip Setting

The overspeed trip must be set high enough to prevent tripping during

normal (or controllable) speed fluctuations, such as will occur during load

drops and manual control, and to provide maximum opportunity for corrective

action before trip and scram, but low enough to ensure t-c set protection.

The magnitude of speed fluctuations occurring as the result of load

changes is determined by the magnitude of load change and speed controller re-

sponse. The maximum possible speed fluctuations due to load change with the

present turbo-machinery and optimum speed control setting is about 2% (this

value can be significantly higher if improper controller settings are used).

Experience in manually controlling the speed on the ML-1 analog model in-

dicates that maximum speed variations on the order of 5% should be expected from

an experienced operator under worst normal conditions.

The contemplated trip setting of 110% of nominal speed should indicate

some sort of malfunction (mechanical, electrical or human) and is accordingly

a suitable overspeed setting. This setting will allow a minimum of about 17

seconds for corrective action before trip (for 125 kw excess power). Higher

settings are permissible if it is desirable to allow a larger margin for

speed control error (manual or automatic) or to allow more time for corrective

action, since no increase in reactor outlet tanperature results from over-
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speed itself. The reactor power scram point will also have to be increased to

prevent scram from this source if more correction time is required.

14.2 Reset Setting

The reset setting can be any value below nominal speed. Analog runs were

made with reset at 90% speed. Although reset is desirable to reduce system

temperatures as much as possible during shutdown, analog results indicate that

reset probably can be eliminated without adverse effects.

If the reactor is not scrammed at TOST valve trip, the reset point should

be set at a maximum of 20 to 30% below the trip setting to limit temperature

rise caused by fast flow decay accompanying speed drop to less than 13000F.
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15.0 ELIMINATION OF SCRAM

15.1 Effect of Automatic Scram

Analog data indicate that scram on trip could be eliminated for present

equipment since adequate back-up scrams are available. If the TOST valve

fails to open, scram would be signaled by high power, limiting overspeed to a

safe level. Scram can be signaled after trip by fast pressure loss or high

temperature. This will not necessarily be true for improved t-c sets or

changed scram settings. Although it may be possible to eliminate scram, it

is not necessarily desirable since elimination of scram will not significantly

improve the probability of implementing corrective action since scram will

likely be initiated by some other means anyway. Unless additional provisions

are made to facilitate corrective action, eliminating scram would merely lead

to placing primary scram reliance on means which are presently secondary,

thereby eliminating back-up.

15.2 Manual Pickup

Elimination of automatic scram on overspeed TOST valve opening has been

suggested to permit manual speed control by the operator. Elimination of

scram would lead to several dangerous or undesirable conditions without sig-

nificantly improving the manual control picture. The scram now can be con-

sidered a back-up to TOST valve opening, and will by itself limit the amount

of overspeed (probably below dangerous limits with present turbo-machinery).

In addition, if scram does not occur, reactor outlet temperature will increase

at a high rate during'deceleration following TOST valve opening. The ability

to transfer to manual speed control would not be considerably increased since

either fast pressure loss or high reactor outlet temperature would be likely
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to occur within 2-10 seconds following TOST valve opening. In addition, most

types of failures which would cause overspeed (e.g. control valves motor

failure, drive amplifier failure, or valve mechanical seizure) would not per-

mit manual control in any case.

A reasonable probability of transfer to manual control can be obtained

by specifically designing this capability into the plant. Provisions would

include manual over-ride of all scrams, and manual control of both trip and

reset operations of the TOST valve in addition to present provisions for

manual speed control. If scram over-ride is considered objectionable, scram

limits would have to be considerably relaxed.
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16.0 POSSIBLE MODIFICATIONS

16.1 Elimination of TOST Valve

Elimination of the TOST valve has been considered because in an analog

run where overspeed was terminated solely by a reactor scram, only a 7.5%

overspeed occurred following scram. With present poorly performing turbo-

machinery (low excess power and high self-sustaining temperature) this be-

havior can be depended on as a back-up if the TOST valve fails.

The amount of overspeed occurring after scram is a function of the ex-

cess power (maximum output power) at nominal speed, power variation with speed

and turbine inlet temperature, reactor cooling rate, etc., so that consider-

ably more overspeed would be experienced with improved turbo-machinery. A

precise determination of overspeed magnitude with improved turbo-machinery

would be required prior to recommending elimination of the TOST valve.

16.2 High Pressure Scram

Back-up overspeed protection now is provided solely by the high power

scram. This back-up is adequate under present conditions of rather slow ac-

celeration (due to poor turbo-machinery performance) where reactor power can

be increased by the temperature control system to almost compensate for in-

creased flow at higher speeds. An increase in t-c set performance, reduction

in controls response, or relaxation in power scram setting will lessen the

effectiveness of this back-up.

Additional safety can be purchased at low cost by incorporating a high

pressure scram. Pressure is a more accurate and more immediate indication of

overspeed than power and would therefore be a more reliable back-up. In
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addition, it may not be necessary to vary pressure scram setting, and it may,

therefore, be possible to use a fixed pressure switch for scram indication.

A setting of 25 psig over nominal compressor discharge pressure will detect

overspeed at 110% of speed at full pressure level. At reduced pressure level

operation, this same setting should detect overspeed under 150% of speed. If

the pressure scram setting is maintained at a given percentage over compressor

outlet pressure at 100% speed for low pressure level runs, scram will be

signaled accurately at any desired speed. Because it is a high level scram,

incorporation of the high pressure scram would not additionally complicate

operating procedures.

If incorporated, the high pressure scram setting should be below relief

valve setting. If not, the relief valve would relieve to maintain pressure

constant at the relief setting while speed and pressure ratio increased.

16.3 TOST Valve Solenoid

The TOST valve solenoids are now energized continuously to hold the TOST

valve closed during ML-1 operations as a "fail safe" measure. If the solenoids

fail, the TOST valve will open, indicating solenoid failure by a rapid plant

shut-down and consequent scram. Changing the valve to be de-energized in the

closed position, while eliminating the automatic check provision, would also

eliminate a possible cause of failure. In view of back-up safety provisions

for overspeed discussed elsewhere, this "fail safe" provision (which has not

been incorporated for other scrams) is probably unnecessary. If a check is

required for the solenoid, this might be accomplished, without placing such

severe operating conditions on the solenoid, by incorporating a low power con-

tinuity check as an alarm.
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VIII. BYPASS CONTROL VALVE FAILURE STUDIES

The bypass speed control valve is spring loaded in the closed position

so that the valve closes when there is no actuating power. Loss of power to

the valve may result either from scram or by a failure of the speed control

system. In normal field operations, as now contemplated, control actuating

power will be lost on scram so that the valve will close immediately. At

NRTS, where emergency power is available to operate the speed control system

following the scram, the bypass valve will continue to control speed, unless

there is a complete power failure (including failure of emergency auxiliary

power). In either case, (NRTS or field operations) the valve will close when-

ever valve actuating power is lost from any cause.

Closure of the bypass speed control valve will produce overspeed. The

magnitude of overspeed will depend on whether the valve has closed as a result

of the scram or actuating power failure. In case of a scram, subsequent re-

duction of reactor outlet temperature below the self sustaining power will

limit overspeed to a maximum value, which may be either above or below the

nominal turbine overspeed trip point depending upon a number of conditions.

Failure of the bypass control valve in the closed position in the absence of

scram will certainly result in an overspeed which must be terminated by TOST

valve trip to prevent damage.

An analog study was performed to:

1) Determine the detailed system behavior resulting from failure of the

bypass control to the closed position during scrams and during valve

failure;

2) Determine if any dangerous situations do result from failure in the

closed position; and,
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3) To evaluate the possibility and the desirability of redesigning the

valve to fail in the open position in the event of loss of actuating

power.

To implement this study, analog runs were made for normal scram actions with

loss of valve power (with the valve power assuming both the closed and open

positions on scramming) and continuation of control on scram. Runs were also

made to observe the consequences of valve failures to the open and closed

positions during the course of a run without immediate scram.

This study shows that there is little choice between failing the valve

to the open or closed position. Accordingly, it was decided not to change

the valve unless positive reasons for change develop, such as a need for main-

taining speed at a high level for a certain period following scram to facili-

tate transfer to manual control, etc. It was recommended, however, that con-

sideration should be given to provide for speed control by the bypass control

valve for several seconds following scram to prevent speed overshoot. This

measure will greatly reduce overall reliance on proper actuation of the tur-

bine overspeed valve and associated hazards.
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17.0 EFFECT ON SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

A series of runs were performed on the ML-1 analog model to determine

the effect on system performance of bypass valve spring loaded position, situ-

ations involving failure of scram and valve actuating power.

17.1 Scram

Three scram runs were made with the bypass control valve failed to the

closed position on scram (normal field operation), failed to the open position

(alternate being considered), and controlling (NRTS operation). The analog

was set up for an electrical output power of 200 kw and electrical output

power was dropped on scram. Results of these runs are presented in Table 17-1.

Allowing the valve to assume the closed position on scram resulted in

a 7.5% overspeed following scram and a time to decay of 88 seconds to one-

fourth speed (analog data are shown in Figure 17-1). Opening the valve on

scram eliminated overspeed, but decreased decay to one-fourth speed to 72

seconds. Maintaining the valve on automatic speed control allowed only a

2.5% speed surge (resulting from load drop) and maintained decay time to one-

fourth speed at 90 seconds. In general, the automatic and closed modes of

operation resulted in lower system temperatures (more cooling during speed

decay) and higher cooling rates, but precooler temperatures were nearly

identical because of routing relatively cool gas through the bypass line from

the compressor outlet to precooler inlet.
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Table 17-1

ML-l ANALOG SCRAM DATA

Bypass Valve Position on Scram

Auto Closed Open

T-C Set Speed

Peak speed after scram (%) 102.5 107.5 100

Time to peak speed (sec) 4 9 0

Time to 50% speed(sec) 55 53 37

Time to 25% speed(sec) 90 88 72

Reactor Inlet Temperature

Initial temperature ( F) 890 890 860

Value at 50% speed ( F) 590 570 860

Value at 25% speed ( F) 590 575 785

Compressor Inlet Temperature

Initial temperature ( F) 135 125 125

Value at 50% speed ( F) 167 170 140

Value at 25% speed ( F) 175 175 155

Precooler Inlet Temperature

Initial temperature ( F) 465 465 465

Value at 50% speed ( F) 280 280 270

Value at 25% speed ( F) 250 250 250

Turbine Inlet Temperature

Maximum cooling rate (F /sec) 24 28 12

Time to maximum cooling rate (sec) 3 3 3

Initial temperature (0F) 1250 1230 1210

Value at 50% speed ( F) 650 610 940

Value at 25% speed ( F) 620 590 880

17.2 Valve Failure

Three runs were made simulating valve failure to opened position and fail-

ure to closed position. The maximum possible output power was 125 kw although

no electrical load was carried (Table 17-2). Failure in the closed position
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Table 17-2

BYPASS VALVE FAILURE: ML-1 ANALOG DATA

Bypass Valve Failure Position: Closed Open Open
Normal No Normal
Scram Scram Scram

T-C Set Speed

Time to 110% speed - TOST & Scram (sec) 17 --- ---
Time to 50% speed (sec) 75 53 38
Time to 25% speed (sec) 123 103 76

Turbine Inlet Temperature

Maximum cooling rate (F0/sec) 16 8 8

Time to maximum cooling rate (sec) 24.5 0 0

Maximum temperature ( F) 1230 1390 1300
Time to maximum temperature (sec) 0 103 9.5

Initial temperature (OF) 1230 1240 1245
Temperature at 50% speed ( F) 810 1380 1120
Temperature at 25% speed ( F) 740 1390 1020

Compressor Inlet Temperature

Initial temperature (0F) 65 65 70
Temperature at 50% speed ( F) 160 55 105
Temperature at 25% speed ( F) 190 45 125

Precooler Inlet Temperature

Initial temperature ( F) 425 420 425
Temperature at 50% speed ( F) 390 240 290
Temperature at 25% speed ( F) 360 180 250

Reactor Inlet Temperature

Initial temperature ( F) 880 860 865

Temperature at 50% speed ( F) 750 1040 930
Temperature at 25% speed ( F) 710 1120 915

Turbine Outlet Temperature

Initial temperature ( F) 940 940 990
Temperature at 50% speed ( F) 700 1290 1025
Temperature at 25% speed ( F) 660 1340 980

Compressor Outlet Pressure

Pressure drop on valve failure (psi) --- 20 20
Rate of decrease following drop (psi/sec) --- 3.5 3.5
Initial pressure (psia) 304 302 300

Pressure at 50% speed (psia) 174 180 175
Pressure at 25% speed (psia) 144 152 144
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produced overspeed to 110% of nominal in 17 seconds and consequent overspeed

valve opening and scram. The speed decayed to one-fourth speed in 123 seconds

after valve failure.

The valve was failed opened with no scrams to determine the behavior of

the system and to evaluate safety protection. The t-c set coasted down to one-

fourth speed in 103 seconds. The turbine inlet maximum temperature was 13900F.

The scram setting of 13000F was reached in 18 seconds. The compressor outlet

pressure dropped 20 psi initially and continued to fall 3.5 psi/sec.

This run was repeated with normal scrams activated. A fast pressure loss

scram was achieved 7.5 seconds after valve failure to the opened position. Total

time from failure to one-fourth speed was 76 seconds.
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18.0 EVALUATION

18.1 Spring Loaded Closed

A moderate overspeed will occur on scram with the valve spring loaded

closed. The existing turbo-machinery will experience a 5 to 10% overspeed and

the TOST valve may operate. More efficient equipment would experience con-

siderably more overspeed, definitely requiring operation of the TOST valve. A

dangerous overspeed is possible if the TOST valve does not open.

If actuating power to the valve is lost, its closure will cause an over-

speed which must be terminated by the TOST valve.

If overspeed trip does occur, reset may not occur. In this case the

situation will be worse than initial failure of the bypass valve to the opened

position, as total bypass flow will exceed the maximum bypass control valve flow.

The probability of TOST reset failure is probably sufficiently low that

the overall odds of having minimum bypass at low speeds (to minimize start

motor power) are best if the bypass valve fails closed.

18.2 Spring Loaded Open

Modifying the bypass control valve to fail in the opened position will

generally reduce the possibility of overspeed, but will decrease the nominal

coastdown time for scram in the field, increase low speed start motor power

requirements, and decrease the amount of cooling during shutdown.
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If a valve fails in the opened position, a deceleration will occur, and

reliance for scram will be on fast pressure loss and high reactor outlet tem-

perature'scrams. Reliance on the reactor outlet temperature scram (except as

a backup) is undesirable as this certainly will lead to reactor overtemperature.

It is also possible that (if the temperature controller gain is set sufficiently

high) the temperature may be controlled below scram limits during the initial

period of shutdown, and that scram may not occur until flow is.so low that

the reactor outlet temperature sensor time constant is high enough to cause

control instability.

18.3 Conclusions

Failure in the open position generally decreases time for operatur shut-

down, increases reactor overtemperature, reduces system cooldown, lowers rates

of change of temperature, and increases start motor power. Failure to the

closed position results in overspeed.

Of these considerations, it is doubtful whether higher or lower systems

cooldown is a valid point as long as cooldown is adequate. Lower cooldown

possibly would be preferred because of low temperature rates of change.

Increased time for shutdown operations and reduced start motor power are

certainly valid advantages of the closed position, but these are at least par-

tially offset by the necessity for overspeed trip operation and the resultant

possibility of dangerous overspeed or failure to reset.

Any action resulting in bypassing may be undesirable from the standpoint

of stresses in the precooler, since bypass flow is introduced separately into

the inlet header.

Failing the valve in the closed position will eliminate the fuel element

overtemperature that would result from a rapid speed reduction following valve

failure to the opened position but at the cost of producing an overspeed which

must be terminated by TOST valve actuation.
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In terms of reliability of producing a scram without incident after a

valve failure, there is little advantage either way. If a valve fails closed,

safety depends on the overspeed trip and scram. If the valve fails open,

safety depends on the fast pressure loss scram or the high reactor outlet tem-

perature scram. Reliability of operation has not been established for either

one of these scrams.
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19.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

In field operations with improved turbo-machinery, an overspeed will oc-

cur as a result of scram which would probably produce dangerous speeds if the

TOST valve failed to operate properly. Some provisions should be made, there-

fore, to maintain speed control operative during normal scram operations, thus

reducing the probability of excessive overspeed. This can be done by placing

the speed control on the battery shutdown power buss, using a timer actuated

by scram or TOST valve reset signal to remove power from the valve to reduce

the drain on battery power.

Alternatively, a fixed voltage can be applied to the valve to allow it to

close at a predetermined rate.
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IX. ML-1 TRANSIENT BEHAVIOR STUDIES

A large number of NL-1 analog model runs was made to obtain the transient

data used in a general stress analysis of the ML-1 power plant and its compo-

nents. These runs included the following:

1) Leaks

a) Leaks of 0.025, 0.1, 0.5, 2, and 5 square inches at compressor

discharge. All leaks run without scrams.

b) Same areas with normal ML-1 scrams (including fast pressure

loss) with precooler fans ramining on.

2) Turbine Seizures

a) Seizures requiring 2.0, 7.5, 58 and 180 seconds to reach 50%

speed without scram. All seizures run without scram.

b) Same with scrams and with scram fans on.

c) Same with fans off.

3) Turbine Overspeed Valve Failures

a) Valve failed open with and without subsequent reset. Both

modes run with immediate scram on valve opening.

b) Same with normal scrams (fans off).

c) Same with no scrams.

4) Bypass Control Valve Failure

a) Valve failed opened and closed (with and without TOST valve

reset). No scrams.

b) Same with normal scrams (fans off).
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5) Normal Transients

a) 125 kw load steps

b) 50 F0 temperature set point steps

c) Manual scram with fans on

d) Same with fans off (with and without natural convection)

e) Scram with fans on half speed

f) Scram with fan speed proportional to t-c set speed

Each type of transient investigated is discussed specifically in the fol-

lowing sections, with particular emphasis on those factors which will influence

ML-1 component thermal stresses. The most severe thermal transient conditions

experienced for each component are as follows:

1) Turbine Inlet Temperature

a) - 16F /sec drop following scram

b) + 24 F0 /sec with 5 square inches of leak before scram

c) +32 F /sec at 2 seconds to one-half speed turbine seizure be-

fore scram

2) Turbine Outlet Temperature

a) +110 F /sec at 2 seconds to half speed turbine seizure before

scram

b) + 32 F /sec with 5 square inches leak before scram

c) - 15 F /sec drop after scram

3) Compressor Outlet

a) + 7 F /sec after manual scram

b) - 80 F /step with TOST valve trip

c) + 50 F /step with TOST valve reset

d) - 85 F /sec at 2 seconds to half speed turbine seizure

e) - 80 F /step, +150 F/step, - 60 F/sec with 5 square inches

leak

4) Recuperator, Cold Out

a) - 4 F /sec after manual scram

b) + 6 F /sec at 7.5 seconds to half speed turbine seizure

5) Recuperator, Hot Out

a) + 30 F /step with 5 square inches leak
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b) + 14 F0/sec, - 26 F0/sec at 2 seconds to half speed turbine

seizure

c) + 2 F /sec after manual scram

6) Compressor Inlet: + 2.4 F0 /sec after manual scram without fans

7) Precooler Inlet

a) + 6 F0 /sec after manual scram with speed control.

b) + 60 F 0 /step with 400 kw load increase (step)

c) - 60 F0 step with 400 kw load decrease (step)

d) + 30 F0 step with 5 square inches leak

e) + 12 F0 /sec, - 16 F0 / sec at 2 seconds to half speed turbine

seizure

The magnitude of the transient occurring during normal manual scram is included

for each component whether or not this is the largest transient experienced be-

cause the scram transient in many cases may actually be more severe, although

lower in magnitude, due to the extended duration and higher t-c set flow

rates. Many of the most severe transients (in terms of magnitude) occur du-

ring seizures or leaks when flow rates have been significantly decreased so

that convective heat transfer coefficients are relatively low, and are not as

important as indicated by the value of the temperature change rate alone.

In addition, many of these transients are of relatively short duration, re-

sulting in relatively small temperature changes overall, or at least relatively

small temperature changes in the walls of the components.
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20.0 SCRAMS

Manual scrams were made at nominal speed and pressure with maximum output

power of 125 kw (typical data are shown in Figure 20-1). Precooler fans were

turned off on scram.

Two additional runs were made to determine the effects of assumed degrees

of precooler natural convection and the operation of fans on the scram transi-

ents(Table 20-1). The presence or absence of natural convection and fans have

relatively minor effects on compressor inlet temperatures and do not signifi-

cantly affect other parameters.

Runs made where the load was carried prior to scram (dumped on scram) and

runs where no load was carried at all (bypass valve controlling) indicated that

scram transients were nearly identical. This occurs because bypass valve cor-

rective actions after scram load dump take place effectively within 1 second,

a relatively small time period at the beginning of the scram transient that

does not significantly affect results.

No runs were made with a load carried throughout a scram shutdown, a si-

tuation that would duplicate leaving a resistance load bank on throughout scram.

A scram with a load remaining on, however, should produce a more rapid shutdown

and consequently lower thermal transients and significantly reduce cooldown

during scram.

A series of scram runs were made with fans left on full speed, on half

speed, and where fan speed was made proportional to t-c set speed (equivalent
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Table 20-1

EFFECT OF PRECOOLER FANS AND NATURAL CONVECTION ON SCRAM TRANSIENTS

Start Maximum J speed

Precooler Inlet Temperature (0F)

Fans and natural convection 420 --- 260

Natural convection, no fans 420 445 340

No fans, no natural convection 420 445 360

Compressor Inlet Temperature ( F)

Fans and natural convection 70 --- 50

Natural convection, no fans 70 --- 200

No fans, no natural convection 70 --- 230

to fans powered by generator output throughout scram). These runs indicate

that fan half speed and proportional to t-c set speed operation will give es-

sentially the same transient temperature conditions at the compressor inlet

as full speed fan operation during shutdown. This occurs because most of the

temperature increase at the compressor inlet takes place after the speed has

decreased significantly and the precooler cooling requirements are minor.



21.0 LOAD STEPS

A full set of analog data was taken for ML-1 full power loads steps

(125 kw - see Figure 21-1). These data indicate that a temperature change of

20 F0 occurs at the precooler inlet (mixed temperature) at a rate of about

16 F0/sec for a 125 kw load step resulting from bypass control valve opera-

tion. A similar change of 10 F occurrred at the compressor outlet due to a

rapid change in compressor pressure ratio produced by a change in system

resistance back pressure caused by operation of the bypass valve. No other

component temperatures are significantly affected. To obtain larger tempera-

ture steps, which would result from nominal turbo-machinery efficiency, runs

were made with turbo-machinery characteristics adjusted to provide maximum

output power of 400 kw. Precooler inlet temperature data indicate that a

temperature step of 15 F0 for each 100 kw of output power will occur during

a load step at a maximum rate of about 9 F0 /sec for each 100 kw of power. The

maximum conditions which will result from a 400 kw load step are about a 60

F0 temperature increase occurring at a maximum rate of 35 F0 /sec. Temperature

will increase for an increase in electrical output load and will decrease for

a decrease in electrical load.
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22.0 BYPASS VALVE FAILURE

Analog data for a bypass valve failure to the closed position were taken

(Figure 13-2). These data are presented to illustrate a severe temperature

transient at the precooler inlet, consisting of a 60 F0 step increase in tem-

perature during the overspeed valve opening, a subsequent short duration 6

F /sec temperature decrease, followed by a 60 F0 step temperature increase on

reset of the overspeed valve. Corresponding temperature steps occur at the

compressor outlet. This temperature behavior at the precooler outlet due to

operation of the turbine overspeed valve is particularly significant because

(although the temperatures listed are mixed temperatures based on mixing the

gas from the hot recuperator outlet with the gas from the turbine overspeed

lines) these gases are dumped in separate locations into the precooler inlet

manifold and will likely produce considerable variation in inlet temperature

to various sections of the precooler.
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23.0 TURBINE SEIZURE

A large number of turbine seizure runs were made on the analog, at

various rates of speed decay, with and without scram, and with and without

fa:s at scram. All scram runs were made with normal scrams, not with scram

assumed at start of seizure. Data for the most rapid shutdown attempted on

the analog (reduction to one half speed in approximately two seconds) is

given in Figure 23-1 as this results in the most severe temperature transients.

No scrams were energized during this analog run. A run without scram was

selected to better illustrate the character of system behavior during a

seizure.

Data are tabulated for this run and several others in Table 23-1. This

table shows significant (disturbing) temperature rates of change occurring

upon the initiation of seizure. Most noteworthy transients are temperature

increases at the rate of 32 F0 per second at the turbine inlet and 110 F0 per

second at the turbine outlet and decreases of 85 F0 per second at the compres-
sor outlet. The rapid increase of turbine inlet temperature results from an

almost complete cessation of flow within the first two seconds, and sub-

sequent reduction of reactor cooling gas flow, occurring before the reactor

outlet temperature controller can reduce reactor power. The turbine and

compressor outlet temperature changes result from the sum of inlet temperature

changes and rapid reduction of operating pressure ratios. As noted, the

compressor outlet pressure decreases at the rate of approximately 150 psi per

second and would initiate the fast pressure loss scram within a fraction of

a second after the initial seizure. High reactor outlet temperature scram

would be initiated several seconds after a start of seizure.
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Table 23-1

TURBINE SEIZURE DATA -NO SCRAM

Time to One-half

2 7.5

Speed (sec)

58

Reactor Inlet Temperature

Rate of Change (F /sec)

Turbine Inlet Temperature

Rate of Change (F /sec)

Temperature at zero speed (0F)

Turbine Outlet Temperature

Rate of Change (F /sec)

Temperature at zero speed ( F)

Recuperator Hot Side Out Temperature

Rate of Change (F /sec)

Precooler Inlet Temperature

Rate of Change (F /sec)

Compressor Outlet Temperature

Rate of Change (F /sec)

Compressor Outlet Pressure

Rate of Change (psi/sec)

Notes (1)

(2)

0

32

1540 1)

110

1500( 1)

6

12

32

14/-26 -14

12/-16 -12

-85

-150

-24

-25

Rising

Maximum

-134-

3

4

1320(2)

6

-2

-3

-4

-2.4
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Although these high temperature change rates may seem alarming, they

do not necessarily impose exceptionally severe stress situations on ML-1

system components, as they occur primarily as a result of flow reduction,

which will also significantly decrease the convective heat transfer coeffi-

cients. The total effect of the rate of change of temperature and heat

transfer coefficient should not be much more severe (if any) than for a

normal scram. Transients are relatively less severe as speed reduction rate

decreases (Table 23-1).

A series of analog seizure runs made with normal scrams resulted in

scram occurring in all cases as result of fast pressure loss. Maximum rates

of change of temperatures were not affected by scram, since these occured

prior to scram and were caused primarily by speed reduction. The only

significant result of scramming was to limit the maximum reactor outlet

temperature obtained during shutdown. For example, for the most rapid

seizure (two seconds to one half speed), reactor outlet temperature at zero

speed without scram was 1540 F and still rising at a significant rate. With

scram, this temperature leveled off to approximately 1340 F by zero speed.

Turbine outlet temperature at zero speed was also reduced by scram from

1500 F and rising to 1300 F maximum temperature. The effect of leaving

fans on or off following scram was negligible for fast seizures, and had

approximately the same effect as during normal scrams for very slow seizures.
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24.0 LEAKS

ML-1 analog runs were made to simulate leaks at the compressor discharge.

Leak flow areas were varied from 0.025 square inches to 5 square inches,

simulating leak rates from ruptures of small instrumentation lines to lines

approximately of the size of a turbine overspeed valve inlet line. Larger

sizes were not attempted because the pressure reduction rate of approximately

300 psi per second experienced with a 5 square inch leak area was considered

sufficient to illustrate the problems involved. Data are presented in

Figures 24-la, 24-lb, and 24-lc for a 0.5 square inch leak area, with leak

occurring without scram. These data were selected because they most clearly

illustrate the result of a moderate size leak.

Temperature transient data for leaks occurring without scram, with the

leak areas of 5 square inches and 0.5 square inches, are presented in Table

24-1. Relatively severe temperature transients occur, as with turbine

seizure, but the character of the transients is significantly different

because the transients result primarily from loss of coolant flow rate with-

out loss of speed. Turbo-machinery operating pressure ratios (which effect

temperature rises and drops across compressor and turbine) are nearly normal,

so that large temperature changes associated with changes of operating speed

do not come into effect until a later time in shutdown. In addition, these

data reflect the effect of the greater flow rate through the compressor than

normal due to the reduction in compressor back pressure caused by the open

leak area.
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Table 24-1

LEAK DATA - NO SCRAM

Leak Area (sq. in.)

5 0.5

Compressor Outlet Temperature

Rate of Change (F /sec) (1) +20/-16

Turbine Inlet Temperature

Rate of Change (F /sec) +24 +7

Final Temperature (F /sec) 1420(3) 1420(2)

Precooler Inlet Temperature

Step (F ) +30 --

Recuperator Hot Side Out Temperature

Step (F ) +30 --

Turbine Outlet Temperature

Rate of Change (F /sec) +32 +12

Final Temperature ( F) 1340(3) 1300(2)

Compressor Outlet Pressure

Rate of Change (psi/sec) -300 -12

Notes: (1) -80 F step followed by +150 F step and 60 F /sec drop.

(2) Maximum

(3) Rising

Significant temperature transients for a 5 square inch area leak are a

24 F /sec rise at the reactor outlet caused by reduction in coolant flow, a

32 F0/sec rise at the turbine outlet caused by the sum of the increased reac-

tor outlet temperature and a moderate decrease in pressure ratio produced by

speed reduction, and a strange phenomenon at the compressor discharge. Compres-

sor discharge drops 80 F instantaneously at the start of the leak because of

a sudden increase of flow through the compressor caused by the reduction of

back pressure due to the open leak. This causes the compressor to operate to

the right on the compressor operating map with greatly increased flow and re-

duced pressure ratio, reducing the temperature increase across the compressor.
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This is followed by a nearly instantaneous 150 F rise when the compressor re-

turns to a more normal pressure ratio following almost complete exhaustion of

coolant gas which occurs prior to significant reduction in speed. A subsequent

temperature reduction of 60 FO/sec occurs as a result of speed reduction. As

shown in the data for a leak area of 0.5 square inches, the behavior is about

the same but at more moderate rates.

When the analog leak runs were repeated with scrams, a pressure loss

scram was obtained for every leak rate. Initial transients were about the

same,with maximum reactor outlet temperature limited.

The leaks were simulated at only one location (compressor discharge) be-

cause of the limited time available on the computer. Location of the leak is

unimportant, however, for slow leaks, where the leak rate is a relatively small.

portion of normal coolant flow rates. Leak position will be significant for

high rates, such as the 5 square inch area, but it can be generally assumed

that about the same kind of behavior will be experienced with leaks at other

locations except that the strange temperature behavior experienced at the out-

let of the compressor discharge would occur at the point of leakage. For

example, if the leak occurs at the reactor outlet, an initial fast reduction

in reactor outlet temperature would be expected due to increased cooling caused

by increased flow rate through the reactor. If the leak occurs at the turbine

discharge, one would expect a temperature fluctuation such as was experienced

at the compressor discharge for a leak at that location superimposed upon a

general temperature reduction caused by the decrease in reactor outlet tem-

perature resulting from increased coolant flow through the reactor, although

reactor flow in this case would not be significantly increased since sonic flow

would occur in the turbine.

Low leak rates generally will result in behavior similar to that obtained

for leakage at the compressor discharge. High rate leaks will produce unde-

sirable and disconcerting temperature transients which will be limited in dura-

tion and effectiveness by rapid loss of coolant flow rate.
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X. TEST PROCEDURES AND TRAINING

25.0 TEST PROCEDURES

The ML-1 analog model was used to evaluate the ML-1 start up and shut-

down procedures. This evaluation demonstrated that it is exceedingly diffi-

cult to control reactor outlet temperature manually at low speed. According-

ly, the start-up procedure was changed to emphasized power control.

26.0 TRAINING

Twelve ML-1 operating personnel were training on the analog model. In-

struction included all normal manual and automatic control operations associ-

ated with the primary power loop. In addition, a variety of malfunctions

were imposed.
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L E G A L N O T I C E

This report was prepared as an account of Govern-
ment sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor

the Commission, nor any person acting on behalf of the
Commission:

A. Makes any warranty or representation, ex-
pressed or implied, with respect to the accuracy, com-

pleteness, or usefulness of the information contained

in this report, or that the use of any information, ap-
paratus, method,or process disclosed in this report may

not infringe privately owned rights; or,

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the
use of, or for damages resulting from the use of any

information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in
this report.

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of
the Commission" includes any employee or contractor of
the Commission, or employee of such contractor, to the
extent that such employee or contractor of the Com-
mission, or employee of such contractor prepares, dis-

seminates,or provides access to, any information pursu-
ant to his employment or contract with the Commission,
or his employment with such contractor.

The information herein is regarded as preliminary and
subject to further checking, verification and analysis.




